EJP HANDBOOK (2020-2021)

The mission of the Education Justice Project is to build a model college-in-prison
program that demonstrates the positive impacts of higher education upon incarcerated
people, their families, the neighborhoods from which they come, the host institution,
and society as a whole.

This newest edition of the EJP Handbook provides updates from last year’s handbook including important
information related to how we are coping with the extraordinary situation we currently find ourselves in
regarding COVID-19. Currently, most of our on-site programs at the prison are suspended as pandemic
related blockdowns prevent any of us from visiting the facility. We are eagerly awaiting the day that it is
once again safe for us to resume visiting, and, in the mean time, various EJP programs are each coping
with the situation in their own way.
As always, this version of the handbook contains an updated Critical Climate reading. To help us work
towards creating an inclusive, welcoming, respectful community, all EJP members are required to
participate in a critical climate activity in 2020-21.
Even if you’ve read previous EJP handbooks, please read all of this one.
This handbook is offered in the belief that you’ll get more from your participation with EJP if
you have a good understanding of the policies that govern our work, the governance structure
through which EJP operates, and the values that sustain our work. This knowledge will serve
you well, and it also serves EJP well. Informed members can best help guide and shape our
work. This handbook is updated each year. Some sections are taken from documents written
by EJP coordinators. Other sections were written by EJP director Rebecca Ginsburg and EJP’s
former writer-editor Natalie Mesnard, and revised over the years. Certain portions are
constantly being updated, such as the Strategic Objectives and current programs. Major
revisions to this year’s handbook were made by Beth Pearl and Lance Pittman.
If you read it closely, you will find two sections that seem not to fit in. The first 10 people who report
those sections will receive a special prize. :)
Please feel free to offer your revisions and suggestions for future handbooks.
Thank you for reading this book and for being part of EJP.
Rebecca Ginsburg, EJP Director
Sept 2020
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Introduction

The Education Justice Project (EJP) is a
comprehensive college-in-prison program. It is
a unit of the Department of Education Policy,
Organization and Leadership in the College
of Education at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.

this universe, while keeping in mind that many
members’ experience of EJP is of working closely
with a small number of people within a particular
EJP program.
This handbook is meant to help EJP members
understand the depth and scope of the EJP universe
beyond the specific program with which they’re
affiliated.

EJP’s activities are vast and ambitious. Through
EJP, the University of Illinois offers for-credit
courses at a medium-security men’s prison,
Danville Correctional Center, for which students
earn U of I credit. EJP’s extracurricular activities at
the prison—several of which were initiated by EJP
students—support students in their academic work
and provide leadership opportunities. These include
writing workshops, guest lectures, student advising,
and an anti-violence group.

While we value their work in individual programs,
we encourage all EJP members to explore EJP as
a whole, and hope that their explorations will help
them find their best place within EJP.
The 2020-2021 academic year will look different for
the EJP than it has in the past. In March 2020 we
suspended inperson instruction at DCC and shifted
to correspondence courses. We plan to do this for
the entire 2020-21 academic year. With the help
of a generous grant from the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation, we also intend to produce instructional
videos that anyone inside DCC will be able to watch.
We hope that our math, science, and business
workshops can be offered via video in Spring 2021.

Our educational programs at the prison are
complimented by our Reentry Guide Initiative,
which started in 2015 at the urging of EJP alumni.
RGI currently produces 3 reentry guides--for people
being released to IL, for individuals being deported
to Mexico and Central America upon release, and a
COVID guide.
Finally, we are building out our research and
advocacy components, as directed by our 2019-22
strategic objectives. This part of EJP’s work includes
our scholarship program, research group, fact
sheets, and the education and advocacy we engage
in through the Illinois Coalition for Higher Education
(IL-CHEP) and the Freedom to Learn Campaign.

If you’re reading this handbook, you are probably
already involved with EJP or thinking about applying
to work with us. It may feel like a strange time to
get involved with a college-in-prison program,
considering that Illinois prisons currently offer
no on-site programming. But EJP does more
than programs. We engage issues of justice,
incarceration, violence, trauma, race, and equity.
This is absolutely the right time to be part of a
community that cares about these things and, with
others across the state and across the country, is
doing something about them.

We aspire to align our activities and policies with
our vision of a more just and humane world,
sustained through education and critical awareness.
Our Diversity and Inclusion activities direct us to
consider how we enact our values in the world and
within EJP.

We hope that this handbook, and your personal
experiences with EJP, will fill you with excitement
and hope. We don’t know what the future holds, but
we do know that we will never abandon our inside
members. We will continue to operate a model
college-in-prison program, and are determined to
meet the challenges that lie ahead.

Since our founding in 2008, EJP has had hundreds
of members. They include incarcerated students,
released students (alumni), EJP to EJP (e.g. graphic
designers, leadership instructors, reentry guide
advisory council, interns, graphic designers, and
many more.) When we speak of “EJP” we refer to
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EJP History
Early Days: Education Beyond Bars

Around that time, the administration of Danville
Correctional Center changed. While waiting for a
new warden and assistant warden to be appointed
by the governor, the working group continued the
process of building alliances off and on campus,
raising funds, and educating themselves about
prison education.

In December 2005 Rebecca Ginsburg, then a new
faculty member in the Department of Landscape
Architecture, began to consider how to create
a prison education program at the University of
Illinois. She had taught at San Quentin State Prison
while a graduate student at Berkeley, and was
excited about the possibility of starting a similar
program at Illinois. By fall 2006 she had formed
a working group of University of Illinois graduate
students, faculty members, and community
members, many of whom also had experience in
prison education.

2008 Launch
By summer 2008, things were ready for
implementation. Mary Nichols, the Lakeland College
administrator at Danville Correctional Center (and
former assistant warden), circulated a survey
among potential students at the prison. Dozens
completed the form, and their high level of interest
in an upper-division program provided the final
impetus the working group needed to persuade
administrators at the University of Illinois of the
value of a program. Attorneys for the University of
Illinois and IDOC crafted a Memo of Understanding
(MOU) that allowed the project, now called the
Education Justice Project, to implement a semesterlong pilot in Spring 2009.

They tentatively called the initiative “Education
Beyond Bars.” Early months were spent meeting
with IDOC officials and university administrators
and learning about prison education. One of the
first challenges was deciding which prison to
partner with. They decided on Danville Correctional
Center (DCC) based on its proximity to the Urbana
campus and its large, active associate degree
program, which would feed into the University of
Illinois’ upper-division program.

While the MOU was being approved and circulated
for signatures, EJP offered two not-for-credit
reading groups at the prison. This allowed
instructors to start becoming comfortable with the
protocols that would allow the program to run
smoothly and prepared Danville students for upperdivision level work. In January 2009, EJP’s first forcredit classes were offered at DCC. Fifty-four men
enrolled in four courses. Since then, EJP’s offerings
have expanded greatly in response to student
and instructor interest. EJP now offers business
workshops, an anti-violence program (CAVE), an
ESL program (Language Partners), and more. EJP’s
community programs have grown, too. They
include the statewide reentry guide, a guide for
people being deported to Mexico, a COVID guide,
a scholarship program, and public events in the
Urbana community.

In December 2006 and January 2007, members
of the working group visited prison education
programs in California and New York to learn more
from the administrators and students of existing
programs there. Members on that trip were Tage
Biswalo, Tracy Dace, Rebecca Ginsburg, Arturo
Martinez, Sarah Ross, Rob Scott, and William
Sullivan.
That research visit proved to be a watershed.
The Illinois working group received tremendous
encouragement to continue their efforts to set up
a program in Illinois and returned full of ideas. For
example, they decided the program should have
a resource room, based on the beautiful resource
rooms they saw at Bedford Hills Women’s Prison.
From the Bard Prison Initiative they got the idea of
not-for-credit reading groups.
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As EJP has expanded, we have deepened our
commitment to collaborative leadership, critical
pedagogy, and selfreflection. At the same time, we
continue to learn from peer programs and value the
network of educators, incarcerated students,
formerly incarcerated men and women, family
members, researchers, prison activists, and others
who help to inform and guide our work. We led

efforts to develop Illinois’ statewide coalition of
higher education in prison programs, IL-CHEP. EJP
has hosted two national symposia on prison higher
education, with two additional conferences
anticipated in coming years. We helped to organize
the Freedom to Learn Campaign. We invite
collaboration on publications, research, conference,
and other initiatives.

Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

The following chart traces EJP’s programming at the prison since 2008, with photos from each year.

Spring

Summer

Fall

YEAR 2008
Reading Group: Pyschology
Reading Group: History

DCC

YEAR 2009
ENG 380: Writing for a
Change: For Business,
For Life
ENG461: Experiencing
Modernity: Urban Literature
LA390: Islamic Architecture
and the Built Environment
LA390: Landscapes and
Human Health

Reading Group: Atlantic
Slave Trade
Reading Group: The
Metaphysical Club
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ENG461: Form and Content
in Poetry
EPS395: Political and
Historical Perspectives on
Education
HIST399: Social Movements
of the 1960s
REL494: Interpreting Genesis
Guest Lecture: Chris Benson
Guest Lecture: James
Anderson
Guest Lecture: John Jennings
and Damian Duff
Writing Workshop:
Packaging and Repackaging
Your Ideas in Two Parts
Student Symposium: Moving
the World

Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

DCC

YEAR 2010
ACE398: Real-World
Applications of Economic
Theory
ENG461: Utopias, Dystopias,
Realisms: Representation as
(Inter)National Politics
HIST396: The Late Roman
Empire
HIST396: The History of
Madness and Psychiatry
Guest Lecture: Antonia
Darder
Guest Lecture: Alex
Kotlowitz
Big Read
Writing Workshop: Editing
Writing Workshop: Grammar
and Style

Reading Group: American
Classics
Reading Group: History of
Colonialism
Reading Group: The Nine
Reading Group: Slavery in
Cities
Writing Workshop: PEN
Writing Competition
Writing Workshop: The Art
and Craft of Memoir
Writing Workshop: Grammar
and Style

MCB493: Life Sciences in an
Evolving World
ENG461: Staging the
Argument
GER496: The Holocaust
in Postwar Literature and
Popular Media
EJP Discovery Series
Writing Workshop: Grammar
and Style
Writing Workshop: The Art
and Craft of Memoir
Writing Workshop:
Practically Painless English
EJP Symposium on Higher
Education in Prison

Philosophy Reading Group
Success in EJP Reading
Group
Chicago Violence Reading
Group
Language Partners
Book-in-Common
Science Workshop: Basic
Math
Latin American Culture
Workshop Series
Mindfulness Discussion
Group
Writing Workshop: Memoir
of Place
Writing Workshop: Writing
for Non-Profit
Computer Workshop:
Designing Word Tables
Computer Workshop:
Accounting in Excel

LING 490: Linguistics
HIST396/THEA399:
Shakespeare’s World
HIST 396/AFRO 474: The
Black
Freedom Movement, 1955-75
EJP Discovery Course
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Productive Prison Landscapes
Group
Language Partners
Writing Workshop: Practically
Painless English
Writing Workshop: Creative
Writing
Writing Workshop: Literary
Publishing
Writing Workshop: Grammar
and Style
Writing Workshop: Composing
Introduction and Conclusions

YEAR 2011
ARTH491: Theories of Visual
Representation
ENG461: Race and Place in
20th Century American Fiction
HIST396: Thinking Through
the Russian Revolution
HIST396: A History of Race
in the United States
Reading Group: Political and
Historical Perspectives on
Education
Language Partners
Writing Workshop: Debate
Writing Workshop: Verbs
Writing Workshop: Grammar
and Style
Writing Workshop: Narratives
for Non-Profit
Writing Workshop: Writing for
News and Magazines
Guest Speaker: Mary Cohen
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Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

Guest Speaker: Juan Gerardo

Writing Workshop: Writing so
Readers Read through Your
Eyes
Science Workshop:
Arithmetic/ Algebra
Science Workshop:
Discovering
the Cell and Tissue
Science Workshop: Chemistry
Book-in-Common
RR Worker Program
Chicago Violence Reading
Group
Guest Lecture: Leon Dash
Guest Lecture: Jim Barrett
Guest Lecture: Don Wuebbels

Language Partners
Book-in-Common
Theatre
Science Workshop:
Computer Workshops
Latin America and its
Music Reading Group
Black Women’s Studies/
Black Feminist Theory
Reading Group
New Student Reading Group
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Small Business Guest
Lecture Series
Writing Workshop:
Academic Writing Yearbook
RR Worker Program
Writing Workshop: Writing
after Reading and Talking
Productive Prison
Landscapes

CMN 375: Film Noir
EIS 4411: Introduction to
TESL Methodology
LA 390: Environmental
Sustainability
EJP Discovery Course
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion
Group
Productive Prison
Landscapes
Science Workshop: Smart
Investing
Science Workshop: Genetics
and the History of Life
Science Workshop: Advanced
Statistics
Science Workshop: Math
Misconceptions
Science Workshop:
Real Estate
Science Workshop:
Computer Workshops

YEAR 2011

DCC

Guest Speaker: John Jones
Guest Speakers: Ericka
Beckmann and Marcelo
Bucheli
Guest Speakers: Ken Parker
and David Cormier

YEAR 2012
ENGL 461: The Regency and
the Harlem Renaissance
EPSY 480: Educational
Statistics
EPS 390: Social and Cultural
Foundations of Education
Reading Group: the
Nicomachean
Ethics, Aristotle—A Close
Reading
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Productive Prison Landscapes
Group
Language Partners
RR Worker Program
Writing Workshop: Academic
Writing
Writing Workshop: Writing for
News and Magazines
Writing Workshop: Writing for
Publication
Writing Workshop: Creative
Writing
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Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

DCC

YEAR 2012
Writing Workshop: Writing
about Environmental
Concepts
Writing Workshop: Writing
about the Nonprofit industrial
Complex
Writing Workshop:
Critical Sports Literacies
Science Workshop:
Basic Math
Science Workshop: Algebra
Science Workshop: Geometry
Science Workshop: Game
Theory
Science Workshop: Physics
and Biology of Movement
Science
Science Workshop:Computers
Book-in-Common
Chicago Violence Reading
Group
Guest Lecture: The
Interrupters
Guest Lecture: Neuroscience
Guest Lecture: Earth Day

Book-in-Common Yearbook
Theatre Initiative
Chicago Violence Group
Guest Lecture: Josh Gulley
Guest Lecture: Dan Simons
YMCA-EJP Art Exhibit: Beyond
Lines
RR Worker Program
Student Newsletter

YEAR 2013
ANTH399: Sociocultural
Theory
EPS410: Philosophy of
Education
THEA391: American Theatre
Since 1945
AE482: Introduction to
Robotics
CMN323: Argumentation
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion
Group
Productive Prison
Landscapes

Language Partners
Theatre Initiative
Mindfulness Discussion Group
EJ Radio
RR Worker Program
Student Newsletter
Productive Prison Landscapes
New Student Reading Group
Black Masculinities Reading
Group
Knowing Real Estate Reading
Group
Web Design Reading Group
Perception and Cinema
Reading Group
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ANTH399: Violence and Its
Alternatives
EIS489: Teaching English as
an
International Language
BADM449: Business Policy
and Strategy
EJP Discovery Course
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion
Group
Productive Prison
Landscapes
EJ Radio
RR Worker Program

Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

DCC

YEAR 2013
Science Workshop: Smart
Investing
Science Workshop: Statistics
Science Workshop:
Math Misconceptions
Science Workshop:
Real Estate
Science Workshop:
Computer Workshops
Writing Workshop:
Publication Marketing
Writing Workshop:
Academic Writing
Writing Workshop:
Personal Essay
Writing Workshop:
Logical Argument
Writing Workshop:
Fiction Yearbook
Theatre Initiative
Chicago Violence Group
Guest Lecture:
David Roediger
Guest Lecture: Dan Simons
Guest Lectures: Rick Garcia
and Rocco Claps
RR Worker Program
Student Newsletter
EJ Radio

Race and Migration Reading
Group
Reading and Writing Poetry
Reading Group
Crash Course on the Arab
Spring Reading Group
Pop Fiction Book Club
Reading Group
Mock Dissertation Defense
Science Workshop: Research
on Visual Perception,
Attention and Memory
Math Workshop:
Advanced Investing
Math Workshop:
Fun with Math
Problem Solving
Chicago Violence Group
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Student Newsletter
Productive Prison
Landscapes
Computer Workshop:
Computer Tips and Etiquette
Computer Workshop: Word
and PPT 101
Writing Workshop: Rhetorical
Listening and Composition
Writing Workshop: Logical
Argument
Writing Workshop: Black
Masculinities
Writing Workshop:
Techniques for Writers as Peer
Tutors
Writing Workshop: Opinion
Editorial Writing
Business Workshop: Investing
Business Workshop:
Advanced Investing
Business Workshop: Real
Estate Investment
Math Workshop:Mathematics
and Programming
Math Workshop: Standardized
Test Prep
Math Workshop: Beautiful
Mathematics
Theatre Initiative
Chicago Violence Group
Guest Lecture: Ron Berler
Guest Lecture: Dede Ruggles
Guest Lecture: Kathleen
Conley
Guest Lecture: Chris and
Sarah Lubienski
RR Worker Program
Student Newsletter
Pit Crew
Dyad series
Difficult Dialogue workshop

Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
EJ Radio
RR Worker Program
New Student Reading Group
Beyond the New Jim Crow
Reading Group
Programming in Python
Reading Group
Summer Film: Evolution of
Comedic Cinema as Social
Commentary
Crash Course on Geneva
Conventions of War
Reading Group
What IS Religion? Reading
Group
Wired for War Reading Group
Creative Non-Fiction:
Personal Narrative as Social
Inquiry Reading Group
Literacy Curriculum,
Instruction, and Assessment
Design
Shakespeare on Film
Reading Group

MATH402: Non-Euclidean
Geometry
ENG380: No More Pencils, No
More Books: Literate Lives in
America
EPOL 390: Seminar in
Education Studies
EJP Discovery Course
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
EJ Radio
RR Worker Program
Pit Crew
EJP Symposium on Higher
Education in Prison
Science Workshop: Personal
Finance
Science Workshop: New
Worlds
Science Workshop: Health
Writing Workshop:
Citizenship
Math Workshop: Geometry
Writing Workshop: Revising
Writing Workshop: Creative
Personal Narrative

DCC

YEAR 2014
CMN496: Pop Goes the
Culture
EPS390: Time Travel as
Creative Practice
GER496: Holocaust in Postwar
Literature
WRIT303: Writing Across
Media
MACS331: Media and
Democracy
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Productive Prison
Landscapes Group
Language Partners
EJ Radio
RR Worker Program
Student Newsletter
Productive Prison
Landscapes
Pit Crew
Computer Workshop:
Computer Tips
Computer Workshop: Word
and PPT 101
Science Workshop: Music
Theory and Ear Training
Science Workshop: Celebrities
of the Cosmos
Science Workshop: Black
Holes in the Cosmos
Business Workshop: Investing
Business Workshop: Strategic
Entrepreneurship
Math Workshop: Geometry
Toolbox
Math Workshop: Beautiful
Mathematics
Math Workshop: Basic
Statistics
Writing Workshop:
Academic Writing
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Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

New Student Reading Group
What Makes You Tick Reading
Group
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
EJ Radio
RR Worker Program

CI 499: Teaching and
Learning Numeracy
CWL 395: The Postcolonial
Novel
EIL 422: English Grammar
for ESL Teachers
HIST 396: Histories of
Migration and Labor
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
Library Workers Program
Academic Advising
Writing and Math Partners
Science Workshops

YEAR 2014

DCC

Writing Workshop: Writing
about Theatre
Writing Workshop: Black
Masculinities Writing
Workshop: Poetry
Writing Workshop: Principles
of Style Chicago Violence
Guest Lecture: Angelina
Coulter
Guest Speaker: Francis
Ssuubi
Guest Lecture: Angharad
Valdivia
Dyad Series
YEAR 2015
None. EJP programs were
suspended by IDOC in
November 2014. They
resumed on June 1, 2015.
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Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

Reading Group: Classical
Sociological Theory
Reading Group: The Road to
Reality
Reading Group: Science
Literacy in Psychology
Reading Group: Books
that Change our World View
Forever
Reading Group: Luis
Camnitzer’s Conceptualism
in Latin American Art
Reading Group:
“Generosity”: What Genes
Can Do and Cannot Do
Reading Group: New
Student Reading Group
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
The Amplifier
(Student Newsletter)

CI466: Funds of Knowledge
FIN199: Personal Finance II
PHIL421: Ethical Theories
LA370: Environmental
Sustainability
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
The Amplifier
Library Workers Program
Pit Crew
Academic Advising
Writing and Math Partners
Science Workshop:
Understanding Illinois Politics
Science Workshop:
Introduction to Horticulture
Math Workshop: Genomics
and Informatics
Science Workshop: What
Makes You Tick
Math Workshop: Grand
Challenges in Engineering
Computer Workshop: An
Introduction to Python
Python Group
Science Workshop: The
Science of the Universe
Business Workshop:
Personal Finance
Business Workshop: Small
Business Workshop

DCC

YEAR 2016
AE353: Aerospace Control
Systems
JOUR199: Introduction to
Creative Nonfiction
FIN199: Personal Finance
RLST199: Islam: A Brief
Introduction
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
Library Workers Program
Pit Crew
Academic Advising
Writing and Math Partners
Science Workshop:
Introduction to Experimental
Psychology
Math Workshop: Algorithmic
Thinking
Math Workshop: Primer on
Quantum Mechanics
Science Workshop: Unsolved
Problems in Physics
Science Workshop: What
Makes You Tick
Math Workshop: Grand
Challenges for Engineering
Computer Workshop: Basic
Computer Skills
Python Group
Business Workshop: Personal
Finance
Business Workshop: Small
Business Workshop
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Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

Reading Group: Stress Inside
and Out, in Science and
Fiction
Reading Group: The Essays
of Ta-Nehisi Coates
Reading Group: Cold War
Race and Mobility
Reading Group: Cracking the
Coding Interview
Reading Group: Trauma and
Violence
Reading Group: Linear
Algebra
Reading Group: Islam in
America
Reading Group: Sociological
Understandings through
Fiction
Reading Group: Living
Mindfully
Reading Group: American
Urban Economics
Reading Group: New
Student Reading Group
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
The Amplifier ( tudent
Newsletter)

PHIL396: Ethics of
Authenticity
AFST199:Intro to African
Studies
CHLH494: Mindfulness
Program Evaluation in Prisons
Discovery Series
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
The Amplifier
Library Workers Program
Pit Crew
Academic Advising
Writing and Math Partners
Math Workshop:
Algebra Review
A Calculus Toolbox
Stats Made Easy: Statistics
in Psychology and the Real
World
The Mathematics of Tuning
Business Workshop: Small
Business & Personal Finance
Business Workshop:Nonprofit
Science Workshop: What
Makes You Tick: The Brain
and the Mind
Science Workshop: Sport for
Development & Social Change
Writing Workshop: Frames of
Writing
Writing Workshop:
Intro to Academic Writing
Writing Workshop:Topics in
Writing: Vignettes
Writing Workshop: Telling
Our Stories: Make a Zine!
Writing Workshop: How and
Why EJP Students Engage
with Exploratory Writing

DCC

YEAR 2017
ARTH491: African Art and
Visual Culture
JOUR199: Journalistic
Storytelling
HIST396: Russian Revolutions
EIL486: Linguistics for
Language Teachers
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
Library Workers Program
Pit Crew
Academic Advising
Writing and Math Partners
Science Workshop:
Understanding Illinois Politics
Science Workshop: Intro to
Experimental Psychology and
Science Writing
Science Workshop:
Introductory Soils & Plant
Sciences for Home Gardening
Science Workshop: Genomics
and Bioinformatics: Exploring
& Cracking the Genetic Code
Python Group
Science Workshop:
What Makes You Tick:
Biology of Stem Cells
What Makes You Tick:
Disease Detectives
Science Workshop:
Antimicrobial Agents
Business Workshop: Small
Business & Personal Finance
Business Workshop:Nonprofit
Science Workshop:Challenges
in Engineering
Computer Workshop:
Core Concepts in Gameplay
Dynamics
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Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

Reading Group: Writing in
the Digital Age
Reading Group: New
Student Reading Group
Reading Group: Sociological
Understandings through
Fiction 2.0
Reading Group: Science,
Medicine and Power in the
Past and the Present
Reading Group: Anatomy of
Poetry
Reading Group: Upside Down
World
Reading Group: Social Issues
Discussion Group
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
The Amplifier ( Student
Newsletter)

EPS390: Discovery Series
MATH220: Calculus
HDFS398: Youth in Society
C&I499: Language Varieties,
Cultures and Learning
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
The Amplifier
Library Workers Program
Pit Crew
Writing and Math Partners
Math Workshop: Manage
Your Money
Math Workshop: Special
Relativity
Math Workshop: Grand
Challenges in Engineering
Science Workshop: Planets,
Planets Everywhere!
Science Workshop: Culture,
Communication, and Health
Python Group
Math Workshop: X-Ray
Diffraction of Structural
Materials
Math Workshop: Math and
Test Anxiety
Writing Workshop: Genres of
Writing: Writing the
(Academic) Autobiographical
Assignment
Writing Workshop:
Introduction to Academic
Writing
Writing Workshop: EJP Book
Project: Writing through/
with/about trauma
Writing Workshop: Forms of
Fiction: Prose, Playwriting,
and Screenwriting

DCC

YEAR 2018
LLS396: Latina/o Social
Movements
RUSS320: Pushkin and His
American Echoes
MATH115: Preparing
forCalculus
ARTH491: History of the Book
CWL395: Migration Stories
BADM199: Language Partners
HIST381: Exploring Modern
Cities
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Library Workers Program
Pit Crew
Academic Advising
Writing and Math Partners
Science Workshop: Hubble: A
Trip Through the Universe
Math Workshop: Integral
Calculus
Math Workshop: Calculus with
Trigonometry
Math Workshop: The
Mathematics of Tuning
Computer Workshop: GIMP
Science Workshop:
Understanding Financial
Behavior
Python Group
Computer Workshop:
Introduction to the EJP
Computer Lab
Writing Workshop:
Introduction to Academic
Writing-Argument
Writing Workshop: Topics in
Writing:Vignettes
Writing Workshop:
Introduction to Academic
Writing - Analysis
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Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

YEAR 2018

DCC

Writing Workshop:
Introduction to Academic
Writing - Revision
Writing Workshop: Multimodal
Composition
Writing Workshop: Rhetoric

Writing Workshop:Topics in
Writing: Songwriting and the
American Songbook
Writing Workshop: Topics in
Writing: Multi-modal Genre
Sets and Systems
Writing Workshop: Writing
for Publication
Writing Workshop: Genres
of Writing: Composing the
Proposal
Writing Workshop:
Composing the Reading
Response

YEAR 2019
DURP/AFRO 481: Urban
Communities and Public Policy
MATH 213: Calculus II
MATH115: Preparing for
Calculus
GWS 495: Gender in Society
CS 398: Machine Learning
EPS 390: Intro to Critical
Race
Theory in Education
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion
Python Group
Community Library
Writing and Math Partners
Writing Workshop: Fiction
Writing Workshop: Multimodal
Course Projects
Writing Workshop:
Understanding the Response
Paper
Writing Workshop: More
Songwriting
Writing Workshop: Writing for
Publication

Reading Group: Algebra
Essentials
Reading Group: Engineering
Mechanics: Statics
Reading Group: Sociological
Understandings through
Fiction 2.0
Reading Group: Linear
Algebra
Reading Group: Music
Theory: From Beginner to
Expert
Reading Group: Nature’s
Metropolis
Reading Group: Problem
Solving in Mathematics
Reading Group: New
Student Reading Group
Reading Group: Political
Memoirs
Reading Group: The Shape
of the Universe
Reading Group: The Way
Life Works: Adventures in
Biology
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EPS390: John Dewey and
American Pragmatism
PHYS 211: Introduction to
Classical Mechanics
ESL 411: Introduction to TESL
Methodology
BADM 199: Entrepreneurship
and Contracts
GEO 495: Geographies of
Social Difference
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
The Amplifier
Community Library
Python Group
Writing and Math Partners
Writing Workshop: Writing
the Resume and Cover Letter
Writing Workshop:
Introduction to Academic
Writing

Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

Reading Group: Writing in
the Digital Age
Reading Group: New
Student Reading Group
Reading Group: Sociological
Understandings through
Fiction 2.0
Reading Group: Science,
Medicine and Power in the
Past and the Present
Reading Group: Anatomy of
Poetry
Reading Group: Upside Down
World
Reading Group: Social Issues
Discussion Group
Language Partners
Mindfulness Discussion Group
Chicago Anti-Violence
Education
The Amplifier ( Student
Newsletter)

Writing Workshop: ResearchBased Writing: Annotated
Bibliographies and Literature
Reviews
Writing Workshop: Topics in
Writing: Songwriting and
Genre
Writing Workshop: Topics
in Writing: The Violence of
Literary and Education
Linear Algebra and Computer
Science Applications
Making the College Transition
Understanding Financial
Behavior
An Introduction to Business
Planning
Things that Go Bump in
the Dark: Black Holes, Dark
Matter, and Dark Energy
Fate of the Universe
Simulations of Mechanical
Systems
Introduction to R Software:
Clustering and Classific tion
applied to Astronomy
Partitions
Algebra Essentials
Guest Speaker: Alex Kotlowitz
Guest Speaker: Fleet Maull
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YEAR 2019

DCC

Writing Workshop: Writing for
Refle tion and (Meta) Revision
Going Out With a Bang: Star
Formation to Supernova!
Understanding Financial
Behavior and Identifying
Changes to Achieve Financial
Wellness
Simulation of Simple
Mechanical Systems
Math Office Hours
Algebra Warm Up
Recursive Sequences Patterns and Mathematical
Research
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Charts tracing EJP’s programming at the prison

Spring

Summer

Fall

YEAR 2020
Writing Workshops
Writing with Ghosts
Poster Making for Academic
Research Purposes
A Workshop on Janet Mock’s
Redefining Realness
Composing the Reading
Response
Undergraduate Research
Symposium Proposal
Workshop

DCC

SOCW 380: Working for
Human Rights and Social
Justice in Social Work
PSYC 396: Intergroup
Relations: Theory and
Methods
EIL 512: Practicum in
Teaching ESL
CLCV 490: Ancient Greek and
Roman Epic
SOC 373: Social Inequity
LLS 385: Theories and
Methods of Latina/Latino
Studies
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Math/Science/Business
Workshops
Partitions
Algebra Essentials
Odd Objects in the Outer
Solar System
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21

22

23

24
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EJP Programming Outside of Danville

2010
Open Houses (Chicago)

2013
Open Houses (Chicago)
Scholarship Program

2016
EJP Expos (Chicago)
Scholarship Program
Alumni Group
Ripple Effect (Champaign)
Mapping Your Future Reentry
Guide
Family Workshops
(Champaign)

2019
Scholarship Program
Mapping Your Future Reentry
Guide
Returning Home Reentry
Guide
In research phase: Uganda
Reentry Guide

2011
Open Houses (Chicago)
Scholarship Program

2014
Open Houses (Chicago)
Scholarship Program
Alumni Group

2017
EJP Expos (Chicago)
Scholarship Program
Alumni Group
Ripple Effect (Champaign)
Mapping Your Future Reentry
Guide
Family Workshops
(Champaign)

2020
Scholarship Program
Mapping Your Future Reentry
Guide
Returning Home Reentry
Guide
COVID-19 Reentry Guide
Currently suspended:
Uganda Reentry Guide
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2012
Open Houses (Chicago)
Scholarship Program

2015
Open Houses (Chicago)
Scholarship Program
Alumni Group
Ripple Effect (Champaign)
Reentry Guide
Family Workshops

2018
Scholarship Program
Ripple Effect (Champaign)
Mapping Your Future Reentry
Guide
In research phase: Returning
Home Reentry Guide
In production: Uganda
Reentry Guide
In research phase: Juvenile
Reentry Guide
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Our Purpose

The EJP students who are designing our new
evaluation protocols have identified E JP’s most
important outcomes as enhanced dignity, humanity,
and critical consciousness. As they express it, our
program strives not to create model prisoners,
but to help each of our students become a “model
person.” (Precisely what that means will be fleshed
out as they continue to refine the evaluation.)
In addition, the University of Illinois cannot hold
itself up as a land-grant institution worthy of that
name without tackling vexing social problems,

including those related to incarceration.
Scholars cannot contribute in critical ways to
knowledge production around that subject without
thoughtful, ethical engagement with those behind
bars, their families, and returning citizens.
Individuals returning home from prison cannot
be effective members of their home communities
if they are overwhelmed and burdened with the
struggles of reentry. Nor can incarcerated scholars
be expected to continue their education upon
release if they are consumed by reentry.

The mission of the Education Justice Project is to build a model college-inprison program that demonstrates the positive impacts of higher education
upon incarcerated people, their families, the neighborhoods from which
they come, the host institution, and society as a whole.

EJP’s Strategic Objectives 2020- 21

1. Outstanding Educational Programming
2. Outstanding Reentry Guides
3. Vibrant Internship Program
4. Advocacy and Research
5. Greater Visibility
6. Families and Communities
7. Strong Financial Situation
Detailed information about each objective and our strategic planning process can be found in the appendix
to this handbook, on pp. 74-75.
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EJP VALUES
Consensus

Transparency

Openness

Food*

Flexibility

Compassion

Debate

Inclusivity

Trying New Things

Participation

Social Justice

Creativity

Gentleness

Respect

Unconventionality

Courage

Research-Driven

En Lak’esh

Critical Approach

Community

Applying Our Moral Principles

EJP’s vision is a more humane and just society, sustained through
education and critical awareness.
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EJP Programs in 2020-21

EJP has two sites of programming: the prison and
the community. Each EJP program is overseen by
an EJP coordinator.
Due to COVID-19, activities at the prison are
currently limited to those that can happen through
correspondence or video

and practice in a wide variety of writing-related
subjects, from grammar and logical argument to
publication, marketing and memoir. Workshops
are geared toward serving student writers who
have a range of interests and skills. Workshops can
be taken independently of classes, though many
workshops will enhance foundational writing
skills and therefore benefit coursework.

1. At Danville Correctional Center (DCC)
A. For-Credit Courses
EJP offers primarily upper-division (300- and
400-level) University of Illinois courses to men
incarcerated at Danville prison. The only eligibility
requirement is 60 credit hours of lower-division
academic coursework. Students who earn passing
grades receive University of Illinois credit,
transferable to any accredited institution. EJP
students currently have the option of enrolling in
two certificate programs, Certificate in Learning
Studies and Certificate in the Humanities.

F. Language Partners (LP)
Language Partners involves EJP students or
“teaching partners” providing English as a second
language (ESL) instruction to English language
learners from the general population. Regular
sessions are held each Tuesday and Thursday
evening, supplemented by occasional lectures and
cultural events.
G. Mindfulness Discussion Group (MDG)
This group introduces students to research in the
field of mindfulness and encourages students to
develop a daily meditation practice. Members of
MDG explore research on the beneficial effects of
consistent meditation/ mindfulness practice as a
means of enhancing the educational experience and
of living a more fully present and engaged life.

B. Writing and Math Partners (WAMP)
Several times each week, trained writing and math
tutors from campus offer academic support to EJP
students.
C. Community Library
Our community library includes our collection
of over 2,000 circulating and non-circulating
items. EJP students are trained, primarily by one
another, in librarianship skills while maintaining
the collection through circulation work, cataloging,
shelving, and creating signage. The library sponsors
occasional activities.

H. Community Anti-Violence Education (CAVE)
Trained EJP students facilitate biweekly mentoring
and anti-violence education sessions with men aged
18-35 in the general population. They engage a
trauma-informed curriculum with the support of
outside facilitators from campus.
I. Computer Lab
The EJP computer lab at DCC consists of a server
and fifteen work stations. The server hosts software
and resources that support EJP curricular and
extracurricular activities.

D. Math, Science, and Business Workshops
Workshops help students gain additional confidence
in foundational skills and develop a greater
appreciation for these subjects. Some workshops
complement or extend EJP courses. Past workshops
include: Algebra Toolbox, Statistical Toolbox, The
Scientific Method, Basic Chemistry, and Smart
Investing.

J. The Amplifier
The Amplifier is the EJP student newsletter,
produced by EJP students.

E. Writing Workshops
Writing workshops seek to improve students’
writing abilities by offering guided instruction

K. Reading Groups
Each spring EJP students and instructors are invited
to submit proposals for summer reading groups.
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Incoming EJP students must enroll in the New
Student Reading Group, which prepares them for
upper-division course work.

programs. They provide need-based support to
family members of incarcerated, Illinois Department
of Corrections (IDOC) or Illinois Department
of Juvenile Justice (IDJJ) staff, and returning
citizens. EJP members coordinate all aspects of the
scholarship competition.

L. Guest Lecture Series
This is a series of annual guest lectures, hosted
jointly by EJP and the Illinois Program for Research
in the Humanities.

B. Travel Scholarships
Funds are available for EJP members to attend
conferences on subjects related to EJP’s mission.
Funds are dispersed twice each year.

M. Academic Advising
Advisors support the academic needs and facilitate
the success of EJP students. They introduce and
connect students to important resources within
EJP, reinforce instructors’ expectations of students,
and offer support. Advisors also offer workshops
on academic skills,from time management to study
skills.

C. Research Group
This group is open to EJP members and others
who are engaged in or interested in scholarship
on topics related to incarceration or criminal
justice. Members share a meal and discuss drafts,
circulated beforehand, in a supportive environment.

2. Reentry Guide Initiative (RGI)
RGI currently produces the following guides:

D. Freedom to Learn Campaign
Following the removal of books from EJP’s
community library last year, EJP and other higher
ed in prison programs formed the
Freedom to Learn Campaign (IL). FTL aims to
change the policy landscape in Illinois around
higher ed in prison.

• Mapping Your Future: A Guide to Successful
Reentry in Illinois
This guide is dedicated to reentry in the state of
Illinois and is updated annually.
• Returning Home: A Guide to the Challenges and
Opportunities After Deportation
This guide serves individuals who will be
deported to Mexico or Central America following
their incarceration.

4. Other
A. Special Events

• Release During COVID-19: What You Need to
Know.
This guide provides information for those being
released or deported during the Covid-19 pandemic,
with advice on how to stay safe from the virus and
find resources to help adjust to life during the crisis.
In addition, as part of our partnership with Wells of
Hope, a non-profit organization based in Uganda,
we have been writing a reentry guide for that East
African country. This work is currently on hold.
3. Research and Advocacy
A. EJP Scholarships
EJP hosts six different academic scholarship

EJP sponsors informational workshops, speakers,
films, and other events on the Urbana campus and
in Champaign-Urbana. We typically cosponsor them
with allied community and campus organizations.
EJP members assist with event planning,
advertising, working events, and escorting guest
speakers.
B. Courses
EJP director Rebecca Ginsburg regularly offers a
graduate seminar, Carceral Landscapes, through
the Department of Landscape Architecture,
which provides opportunities to read and discuss
scholarship on incarceration and reentry.
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II. How Does EJP
Operate?
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Governance

EJP could not function without the efforts and
dedication of our members. You are invited to serve
and support the Education Justice Project and hone
your own leadership skills by becoming involved in
governance. This section explains how EJP operates
and how you can take on decision-making roles
within it.
Structure
EJP is a unit of the Department of Educational
Policy, Organization, and Leadership in the College
of Education. Neither a department nor a non
profit organization, we strive to create a distinct,
innovative structure that reflects our values while
efficiently supporting our mission.
Our effort to experiment in the service of creating
a truly democratic, inclusive program, while
simultaneously being engaged in challenging work
on the ground, can sometimes be messy. We are,
admittedly, taking on a lot, and there are few
models to guide us. However, to many of us
involved with EJP, it is important not only to do
socially important work within prisons and in the
community, but also to do it within a structure
that avoids the most deleterious aspects of either
academic or prison culture.
Accordingly, we aim to build a program with
transparent, participatory governance in an open
and inclusive spirit. Jamie Hines directs this
effort, which is represented by EJP’s Inclusion
Commitment.
For instance, in fall 2017 an EJP survey showed that
87% of EJP instructors are white, while 48% of EJP
students are African-American, 30% Latino, and
23% white. Part of building a more inclusive and
diverse EJP is considering the significance of those
numbers and thinking critically about what we’d like
our demographics to be.
For such initiatives, we need members who are
willing to do more than teach or take
classes. We require members willing
to participate in conversations about how we

do what we do, and what policies
and procedures best align with our mission
and values.
EJP Positions
As an organization, EJP generally supports
progressive organizations and causes whose values
align with our own commitment to creating a more
humane and just society. We currently don’t issue
official positions on issues (e.g., prison abolition
or defunding police), although that may change in
the future. We recognize that EJP is made up of
diverse individuals with unique, varied, and evolving
opinions and ideas. We welcome discussion and
dialogue, and do not expect our members to agree
on all matters. We encourage members of the EJP
universe to make their voices heard both inside and
outside EJP, if they so desire.
Consensus
One of EJP’s values is consensus, which is often
misunderstood. Consensus does not mean that
everyone needs to agree; instead, it means that we
value discussion, debate, and active listening, and
that we want each member’s voice to contribute to
our evolving understanding on any given matter.
Voting often has the effect of cutting debate short
when it’s clear that a majority on any given position
exists. Seeking consensus imposes the obligation to
keep talking, which makes it more likely that
minority positions will be aired and inform the
discussion. At the same time, unanimity isn’t
required. Decisions can move forward when
dissenters agree to step aside in the spirit of
accepting the clear will of the group overall.
A Note About Confidentiality
Our shared desire for transparency and
inclusive decision-making occasionally runs
up against the need to protect the privacy
of EJP instructors, students, prison security
concerns, and the wellbeing of EJP itself. These
have traditionally been stressful moments for
EJP, when, after any given incident, some
members’ very human urges to “learn the
whole story” are thwarted by others’ efforts to
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contain information. We continue to think through
the healthiest way to approach these episodes,
which can sometimes undermine the spirit of
openness that we strive for. At the same time,
these are also opportunities to reflect on the nature
of privilege (e.g. to information), power, authority,
and humility. We serve our members best when
we treat such moments of friction as chances for
personal and institutional growth.
Decision-Making within EJP
EJP staff, Advisory Council, program coordinators,
and members all have responsibility for decisionmaking within EJP. Below is an outline of how this
breaks down:
Staff
The EJP Director oversees all aspects of our work
and has direct responsibility for fundraising,
communications, and external relations. The
position is currently held by Rebecca Ginsburg,
one of EJP’s co-founders. Rebecca is not hired by
EJP but is a tenured faculty member at U of I,
which pays her salary. The Director of Operations
manages the on-campus EJP office at 1001 S.
Wright Street, Champaign, 61820. She oversees
clearances, expenditures, facilities and
infrastructure, and reimbursements. Our archives
and library are also located in our offices. This
position also heads up EJP’s extensive internship
program. Jamie Hines has been Director of
Operations since October 2015. The Site Director
oversees logistical matters pertaining to all EJP
programming at Danville.
Please note: all EJP staff are currently working
remotely. We expect this will be the case
throughout the academic year.
The Academic Director oversees academic
programming at Danville, including student affairs
and academic advising. Ellen Ritter has held this
position since 2020. The Academic Core Coordinator
oversees core academic matters for EJP. This
includes coordination between the for-credit
courses, WAMP, the library, and the computer lab.
This position will also lead any programming at
Decatur Correctional Center, a women’s prison.
We expect this new grant-funded 75% position
to start in 2021.

Other Staff
We have a full-time VISTA volunteer for one
year, Jan Blair, who will focus on fundraising and
communications.
Our graphic design and data stewardship teams
consist of U of I students who are paid to work on
technical projects for us. In 2021, we expect to add
a communications team.
Consultants
Each year EJP contracts with professionals such as
website developers and leadership coaches who
provide services that support our work.
Advisory Council
Between 16 and 20 individuals from the community
and campus meet three times each year to provide
medium- to long-term guidance to the EJP director.
The Council has several committees: nominating,
fundraising, grievance, resilience, and strategic
planning. The Nominating Committee accepts
nominations, including selfnominations, for the
Advisory Council and its various committees
throughout the year, and new members join the
Advisory Council each summer. We welcome EJP
members’ participation on the Council. Greg Jahiel
currently chairs the Nominating Committee, and
individuals can reach out to him directly if they’re
interested in learning more about the opportunities
on the Advisory Council. (You’ll find his contact
information in the EJP Directory.)
Coordinators
Each EJP program (see pp. 8 - 9) has a coordinator.
Open coordinator positions are listed on the EJP
website and announced via our weekly electronic
newsletter, “EJP This Week,” and are filled via an
application process. Unless a special grant makes
funding possible, coordinators are not paid, but
receive a stipend of $1,250 per semester. Program
coordinators meet monthly to discuss strategy
and policy and to support one another. With all
members of their program, they are responsible for
setting program goals, policies, procedures, and
activities. They also have budgeting responsibilities.
EJP Members
a) Free Members
Many of us avoid the word “volunteer” because
it suggests a charity-mindset and a less-invested
relationship to EJP than does “member.”
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Free EJP members who participate in a given
program share responsibility, with the coordinator,
for setting goals, policy, procedures, and activities.

with EJP alumni. However, EJP alum do participate
on the Reentry Guide Initiative, the Advisory
Council, and frequently give talks on campus.

b) Incarcerated Members
EJP students form the core of the EJP universe.
Along with free members and program coordinators,
they have responsibility for ensuring that on-site
programs run smoothly and with integrity.

Other Decision-Making Bodies
We frequently form ad hoc committees to work
on everything from program development to
fundraising to event planning to creating new
policies.

c) Alumni Members
Formerly incarcerated EJP students retain their
connection to the University of Illinois. For example,
the U of I student number you receive at DCC
will remain your number for your entire life.
Unfortunately, current IDOC regulations restrict the
contact that EJP members with clearance can have

Notices on MangoApps (our intranet system),
“EJP this Week,” and at the prison will alert you to
opportunities to join committees.
Sign up! There is typically no application process,
and you’ll learn a lot from participating on such
committees and develop valuable leadership skills.

EJP Culture & Climate

EJP is committed to creating an open, inclusive,
critical, and supportive culture that fosters
reflection, critique, dialogue, and practice. We’re
also committed to talking a lot about this—
evaluating how we’re doing, questioning our
efforts, and educating ourselves about best
practices and how we can improve.
Critical Climate Initiative
We host an ongoing series of activities that
encourage reflection on our shared work, its
political and social contexts, and our individual
places within it. We refer to this as our “critical
climate” initiative, and you can read more about it
on p. 77 of this handbook.

All active EJP members are required to attend at
least one critical climate activity each year. The
article included in this handbook, “She Coined the
Term ‘Intersectionality’ Over 30 Years Ago. Here’s
What It Means to Her Today,” and scheduled
discussions about it, form part of our critical climate
initiative, as does our new Inclusion Commitment.
There is also a short video you can access, called
“What Is Intersectionality.”
All scheduled discussions on intersectionality are
posted on the EJP calendar. In the past, we’ve
scheduled additional meetings at the end of the
year to accommodate those members who let this
requirement slip. We no longer do that, so please
plan to attend.

The topic this year is intersectionality.
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EJP Ground Rules

To create a healthy climate for teaching, learning, and growing, we ask EJP members to observe the
following ground rules, or to use them as a basis for developing your own occasion-specific ground rules.
1. Respect individuals’ opinions and feelings and their willingness to share them.
2. Use “I” statements, e.g. “I think...” or “I believe...”
3. Realize that everyone’s experiences differ and try meeting other people where they are.
4. Practice active listening. Listen for understanding, not for judgment.
5. Speak only for yourself and not as a representative of a particular group, e.g. “Latinos believe...”.
6. Avoid absolute language, e.g. “All Black men know...” or “It always happens that...” or “everyone
knows...”
7. Keep the content of confidential discussions confidential.
8. Don’t be afraid to remind others of these ground rules.
9. Disagreements and conflicts are okay.
10. Don’t attack speakers for their beliefs or opinions.
11. Asking questions is highly encouraged.
12. Be honest.
13. You have the right not to answer questions or to not offer your opinion.
14. Ask “Are there any additional ground rules we should implement?”
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EJP Culture & Climate
Language
We believe that language is powerful, and we
attend to the language we use within EJP. For
example, it’s our policy to ask members to say
“correctional officer” (CO) rather than “prison
guard” when referring to prison security staff, since
that’s what many of them prefer.
On the following page, please find an open letter
written by the Center for NuLeadership on Urban
Solutions, a New York-based organization founded,
directed, and staffed by formerly incarcerated
people. The letter asks that we respect the dignity
of people who are in prison or have been in prison
by being sensitive to the words we use to refer to
them.
It is EJP’s policy to refer to EJP students as
students.
Other acceptable terms include: incarcerated
men, incarcerated individuals, men, EJP students,
Illinois undergrads, guys, and fellas.
We appreciate that for people who are
accustomed to using other words to describe
people in prison, it can be hard to adjust to using
new terms. If you refer to EJP students as
“inmates,” “convicts,” or the like, it will likely illicit
disapproving looks and/or surprise from other
EJP members. That can be uncomfortable. If this
happens, please know that we’re not trying to
silence you or condemn you; it’s simply that within
EJP it’s unusual to hear those terms.
A healthy way of handling such situations is to
address them when they happen. It’s fine to stop
a conversation and ask, “Did I use the preferred
term?” or “I can’t remember what the handbook
says about this...” We realize we’re all still learning.

instructors not ask students to address them as
“Dr.” Not all EJP instructors have a PhD. We want
to avoid creating a sense of hierarchy among our
instructors.
“Professor” is also an appropriate title for
instructors, as it is gender-neutral and does
not imply the attainment of any particular
qualification.
Inclusion Initiative
After one year of discussion and consultation,
in 2018 EJP launched a new initiative that we
hope will help us to create an even more inclusive,
respectful climate. The initial impulse came
from a long-standing desire to align the racial
demographics of outside EJP members more closely
with those of EJP students, who are majority black
and brown. Demographics form part of our inclusion
plan, but the plan extends beyond that. On
pages 42-45, you can learn more about
the various aspects of EJP’s Inclusion Initiative.
Nothing about EJP’s Inclusion Initiative suggests
that there are or have been racial conflicts within
EJP. It simply acknowledges that we inhabit a world
in which race is salient. So are gender, class, and
sexual orientation, to name just a few. We are
committed to interrogating these constructs in and
out of the classroom, as befits a university. This
represents best practices on the Urbana campus as
well.
We are committed to ongoing evaluation of this
effort and the way it is being implemented. Please
join the Inclusion and Diversity (“Incluversity”)
Committee if you’d like to learn more about this
effort or to become involved. Contact EJP Director
of Operations Jamie Hines, who leads this initiative.
She’s happy to answer questions and address
concerns

Avoid Titles
The Illinois Department of Corrections (IDOC)
oversees all state prisons. IDOC policy requires
that instructors refer to students, and students
refer to instructors, as Mr. or Ms. Mx. would also
be appropriate. We respectfully request that
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EJP’s Inclusion Initiative
EJP Inclusion Commitment
We recognize that in order to build a model collegein-prison program we must honor the value and
dignity of all EJP members. We commit to individual
and organizational action to build respect, dignity,
fairness, caring, equity, and self-esteem in our
communities.

We commit to probing and surfacing our
assumptions and expectations in an environment of
mutual caring and curiosity.

We commit to creating and maintaining an
environment that affirms all people regardless of
their age, culture, ability, ethnic origin, gender,
gender identity, marital status, nationality, race,
religion/spiritual beliefs, veteran status, sexual/
affectional orientation, socioeconomic status,
citizenship status, criminal system involvement or
other identity or status.

We commit to recognizing the historical roots and
challenging the existing frameworks of oppression
and injustice by enhancing the intellectual, social,
and emotional functioning of our members.

We commit to the education of our members
through training, dialogue and our ongoing
Inclusion and Diversity Action Plan.

We honor the diverse strengths, needs, voices, and
backgrounds of all members of our communities
and the implications these have for our daily
interactions. Please join us in living these values.

Inclusion and Diversity Committee Members, 2020-21
Jamie Hines, EJP Director of Operations, Chair
Nadia Robot
Amber Dunse
Rebecca Ginsburg
Lauren Lynch
Ellen Ritter
Cristina Schlesier
Julia Spielmann
Molly Zupan
Additional members are welcome!
For more information, contact Jamie Hines: jlhines@illinois.edu; 217.300.5150
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EJP’s Inclusion Initiative
EJP Inclusion and Diversity Action Plan

II. Creating our Action Plan

The mission of the Education Justice Project is
to build a model college-in-prison program that
demonstrates the positive impacts of higher
education upon incarcerated people, their families,
the communities from which they come, the host
institution, and society as a whole.

4. Who will be affected, and how?
a. All EJP members, including instructors and EJP
students. EJP members will be asked to participate
in measurements, training, critical thought
dialogue, and self-examination.

We believe that a model college-in-prison program,
or any educational institution, should support each
individual’s ability to work and learn in an
atmosphere of respect and dignity. We are,
accordingly, moving forward with actionable
steps to enhance diversity and inclusion within
EJP, and foster a culture of appreciation for
these values. This action plan provides details on
our current goals and initiatives, their planning
and implementation, and how they will be
communicated with EJP members.
For more information on EJP’s Inclusion and
Diversity Initiatives, please contact Jamie Hines,
Director of Operations, at jlhines@illinois.edu or
(217) 300-5150.
I. Background and Intentions
1. What problem, challenge, or opportunity will we
address?
a. Our problem is that we do not have current
measures of EJP’s Inclusion and Diversity and do
not have formal Inclusion and Diversity initiatives in
place.
2. What are our goals?
a. To understand where EJP is currently with
regards to Inclusion and Diversity;
b. To implement and maintain Inclusion and
Diversity initiatives long term;
c. To increase diversity and foster inclusion in EJP;
d. To measure Inclusion and Diversity efforts yearly.

5. Who will lead the initiative?
a. EJP Director of Operations, Jamie Hines
b. Rotating group of Inclusion and Diversity EJP
team members
6. What resources will be needed?
a. Funds for conferences/travel/lodging, materials,
food;
b. Space for meetings, trainings and other events;
c. Trainers from Diversity ED, OIIR, and other
organizations;
d. Materials for continued learning, trainings and
other events.
7. What are possible barriers, and how can they be
overcome?
a. Financial Longevity
i. Fundraising
ii. Redistribution of tasks to Interns/Work Study/
Inclusion and Diversity Team
b. Push back from EJP members
i. Committing more of their time and energy Reaffirm why Inclusion and Diversity is crucial to
EJP
ii. Members exhibiting inconsistent behaviors or not
following through with our Inclusion and Diversity
initiatives- Reaffirm why Inclusion and Diversity is
crucial to EJP

3. What initiative(s) will we implement?
a. Inclusion and Diversity Trainings and Workshops;
b. Inclusion and Diversity Measurement;
c. Communications around Inclusion and Diversity.

(Action Plan, cont.)
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8. How will we measure progress and success?
a. Process (progress) measures
i. Inclusion and Diversity survey distributed
regularly;
ii. Other measurements may be implemented in
future;
iii. Inclusion and Diversity Action plan updated
yearly.
b. Outcome (success) measures
i. We receive current Inclusion and Diversity
measurements for EJP with analysis
ii. We receive yearly updated results
iii. Inclusion and Diversity action plan has been
implemented, including trainings scheduled,
Inclusion and Diversity information disseminated,
EJP members participate in ways consistent
with our Inclusion and Diversity Commitment
9. What is the timeline?
a. TBD
III. Communicating Our Action Plan
10. How will we share our action plan?
a. Handbooks
b. EJP Website
c. Mango (EJP intranet system) - Jamie Hines will
communicate the Action Plan to all EJP members via
Mango each time it is revised.
d. EJP Coordinators - communication during
monthly Coordinator meetings as standing
agenda item, including critical discussions,
check-ins, role plays, and reports on the programs
e. EJP Brochure - brief section in our general EJP
Brochure
f. Informational materials, including a stand-alone
brochure, devoted to Inclusion and Diversity; books
and other materials on Inclusion and Diversity
topics at the EJP Community Library at Danville and
the on-campus library.
g. Town Hall Meetings - report back on progress at
each of the three Town Hall Meetings in 2019-20
h. “EJP this Week” at least monthly references the
Inclusion and Diversity Action Plan
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Making Virtual Meetings More Inclusive
Even before the pandemic, we frequently communicated via teleconference within EJP. Now just about
all interactions are happening over Zoom. Below are some tips for running mixed meetings, when some
individuals are in person and some are online:
•
•
•
•
•

Providing an agenda ahead of time makes it easier for everyone to keep track of what’s happening.
Take time for introductions and check-in’s
Regularly stop and check that virtual participants can hear, follow the dialogue, and make contributions.
On phone calls, ask each participant to identify themselves before talking.
Always, thank everybody for participating and remind people that their perspectives are valued.

We have prepared a tip sheet for operating all-zoom meetings. You can access it here.
The suggestions include:
• Before the meeting, invite participants to consider how they want their names to be displayed, including
whether they want to include their pronouns or pronunciation guides.
• Consider whether asking everyone to mute themselves will be conducive to the atmosphere you’re trying
to establish.
• Have different ways for participants to speak up, e.g. chat, raising hand, reaction keys.
EJP’s conference call line is (605) 313-4820, Code: 604965. Please let Jamie Hines know if you have a
conference call scheduled, since we can host only one conference at a time. Contact Jamie to arrange a
Zoom conference with EJP’s Zoom account.

Accessibility Language

Please consider using the following language, or language like it, when you advertise activities and events
related to EJP. (This is for the future. We do not anticipate hosting any in-person events this year.)
If you will need disability-related accommodations in order to participate in this program/event, or have
special dietary needs, please contact [insert appropriate name]. Early requests are strongly encouraged to
allow sufficient time to meet your access needs. ADA Accessible doors are located on the west side of the
building. We are reachable by the Yellow, Navy, Blue, Silver, Brown, and Illini bus lines. Our nearby bus
stops are Transit Plaza, Wright & Chalmers, and Armory & Wright.
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Typical EJP Yearly Calendar
Of course, we expect that we may have to make
adjustments this year, as so much is uncertain and
changing.

Thursday before the first day of Spring Semester
Spring Convocation at DCC. (Cancelled due to
COVID-19)

Fall Semester
Thursday before the first day of Fall Semester Fall
Convocation at DCC. (Canceled due to COVID-19)

Spring Semester
First Tuesday of the Spring Semester
EJP spring correspondence classes begin.

First Tuesday of the Fall Semester
EJP fall correspondence classes begin.

Month of February
EJP Spring recruitment season, featuring
information tables on campus, etc.
Spring Open House at DCC (Cancelled due to
COVID-19)

Month of September
EJP Fall recruitment season, featuring information
tables on campus, etc.
Fall Open House at DCC (Cancelled due to
COVID-19)
October 1 (or as close to October 1 as possible)
EJP applications due for course instructors,
workshop facilitators, and others.
Third week in October
Clearance applications from new EJP members
submitted to DCC. Please note that EJP accepts
applications from individuals wishing to work with
reentry guide programs year long.
Nov 1
EJP Scholarship and Travel Award applications due.
November
Annual edition of Mapping Your Future, Illinois
reentry guide, comes out.
Annual edition of Returning Home, reentry guide for
people being deported, comes out.
As close to first Monday in December as possible
Dates due for all spring semester events at DCC.
Early December
End of the fall semester.
Break
During Winter Break
Special events at DCC (e.g., movie screenings,
poetry nights, and guest speaker events)

Month of February
Annual symposium held on campus, “What I’ve
Learned from Teaching in a Prison.”
(Scheduled for February 3, 2021)
March 1 (or as close to March 1 as possible)
EJP applications due for course instructors,
workshop facilitators, and others.
March 15
Travel Award applications due.
March 25
Clearance applications submitted to DCC.
Month of April
Annual EJP Impact Gala (April 10, 2021)
Early May
End of the spring semester.
Thursday before Memorial Day Weekend Awards
Convocation at DCC. (Canceled due to COVID-19)
Summer
Following Memorial Day
Summer reading groups at DCC start. Most other
programs continue over the summer, usually on a
reduced schedule. However, there are no for-credit
courses or workshops over the summer.
(TBD pending the state of COVID-19)
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EJP Finances
The Education Justice Project receives funding
from three sources: University of Illinois units,
foundations outside of the university, and private
donations from individuals.

currently incarcerated individuals) and family
members who receive reentry guides from us are
especially meaningful. No gift is too small, and we
greatly value the contributions of individuals whose
lives EJP touches.

EJP’s budget, until recently, has been achingly
modest. For example in 2016-17, our expenditures
totaled less than $110,000. In Fall 2017 we were
awarded a $1 million grant by the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation, and that has changed our financial
situation considerably. The Mellon funds, were
dispersed over three years and the grant expires
in December 2020. They, and the obligatory “cost
share” portion provided by campus, provided
stipends for for-credit instructors, increased
stipends for coordinators; paid the salary for our
full-time Site Director, Director of Operations, and
Academic Director; supported a lecture series; paid
for our multi-year evaluation effort; supported a
portion of reentry guide printing costs; and so much
more. If you are interested in the specifics of the
Mellon grant, please contact the EJP office and ask
for a copy of the proposal we submitted to the
foundation and the accompanying budget.

We will continue to rely greatly on the extraordinary
commitment of our members, most of whom donate
their time to EJP. The value of your services was
worth well over $200,000 in 2019-20. We could not
do our work without them--without you!
Thank you!

As of this writing, we are in the process of
submitting a renewal application for another 3year Mellon grant. If successful, we will use the
funds, and campus support, to continue along the
path upon which Mellon has put us. Mellon funds
will continue to support staff salaries, instructor and
coordinator stipends, instructional materials, a pilot
of our new evaluation protocols, reentry guides, and
convenings. Campus will continue, in addition, to
pay a significant portion of our rent at the YMCA.
We have other grants as well, including an
emergency grant from Mellon that allows us to
produce instructional videos for use at Danville. We
continue to try to attract diverse funding
to EJP.
Grassroots fundraising is an important part of this,
not only for the funds that individuals provide
EJP but also because of the ethics around making
ourselves accountable to people who support our
work, often because they are personally impacted
by it. Donations from EJP students (yes, from
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Key People in 2020-21
Staff
Rebecca Ginsburg: EJP Director
Jamie Hines: Director of Operations
Lance Pittman: Site Director
Ellen Ritter: Academic Director
[position will be created in 2021] : Academic Core Director
Advisory Council
Helen Neville: Chair, EJP Advisory Council
Greg Jahiel: Chair, Nominating Committee
EJP Program Coordinators 2020 - 21
Rebecca Bott: EJP Community Librarian
Alex Kessler: Amplifier Coordinator
Amber Dunse: Language Partners Co-coordinator
Linda Larson: Reentry Guide Initiative Co-coordinator
Logan Middleton: Writing Workshop Coordinator
Adi Kuchibhotla: Math & Science Workshop Co-coordinator & Writing and Math Partners Co-coordinator
Brooke Parker: For-Credit Course Assistant Coordinator
Lee Ragsdale: Reentry Guide Initiative Co-coordinator
Joseph Rennie: Computer Lab Coordinator
Ellen Ritter: Mindfulness Discussion Group Co-coordinator and Academic Advising Coordinator
Eva Rogaar: Community/Chicago Anti-Violence Education (CAVE) Coordinator
Cristina Schlesier: Writing and Math Partners (WAMP) Co-coordinator
Jim Sosnowski: Language Partners Co-coordinator
Dave Sharpe: Mindfulness Discussion Group Co-coordinator
Magic Wade: For-Credit Course Coordinator
Others
Jan Blair: VISTA volunteer
Caitlin Brooks: Scholarship Coordinator and Research Coordinator
Maddie Dilulia: Financial Assistant
Maeve Gilbert: Co-Head Intern
Mitchell Oliver: Instructional Video Project Manager
Jamarri Nix: Head, Graphic Design team
Molly Zupan: Co-Head Intern
Consultants
Bureau Gravity: Communications
Nicole Robinson: Evaluator
Nadja Robot: Inclusion and Diversity
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III. How Can You Be
Involved?
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Teach and Learn
Most EJP members are involved with our learning
community at Danville Correctional Center, either
as an instructor or a student. Below you’ll find
more information on both roles. Be aware that both
roles will experience changes this year due to the
pandemic, which prohibits us from entering DCC.
We encourage free members who would ordinarily
teach at the prison to consider getting involved with
the Reentry Guide Initiative, our Research Group,
the Diversity and Inclusion Initiative, and other EJP
activities this year.

For example, for-credit course instructors must
be qualified to teach on the Urbana campus.
Mindfulness Discussion Group members must have
their own mindfulness practices.

EJP Instructors
We refer to all free EJP members who participate in
EJP’s prison programs as “instructors.”

You will have a chance to learn more about our
expectations during the application process. All EJP
roles require submission of a CV and application
form, a group interview, and a reference check.
(For-credit course instructors must submit cover
letters instead of application forms.) The group
interview is a good opportunity to ask questions
about the program you are interested in. You are
welcome to apply to more than one program.

Why Become an EJP Instructor?
Becoming a member of a prison-based learning
community allows you to grow as a teacher, learn
about criminal justice and incarceration, make a
difference in the lives of your students and their
families, expand your professional network, and
develop your leadership abilities. It allows you
to contribute in a meaningful way to a significant
American social challenge, the incarceration of
disproportionate numbers of poor and minority men
and women. Through this work, you are likely to
feel challenged, engaged, and humbled.
Please be aware of what we ask from instructors.
We ask that they be open to growth and learning,
engage with and support other EJP members,
follow through on commitments to the best of their
abilities, and help our community to flourish and
improve.
Application and Selection Process EJP typically
accepts instructor applications twice a year, in early
March and early October.
Admission into EJP is a selective and sometimes
competitive process. All EJP programs require
evidence of seriousness of purpose and a
demonstrated ability to engage in critical reflection
about prison education and one’s role in that
enterprise. In some cases, we also seek particular
skill sets.

Being an EJP instructor requires more than
performing the particular task a person applies
for—e.g., teaching a class or facilitating a workshop.
It also requires investing time and energy into
reflecting on your experience at the prison and
supporting others’ efforts to do so.

We ask those who are selected to work with EJP at
Danville to sign an agreement that indicates that
they understand the associated responsibilities and
commitments. It is especially important that
individuals working at the prison understand the
importance of following DCC and IDOC regulations.
After an applicant has been offered and accepted
a position with EJP, they begin the clearance
process. This is a months-long procedure through
which EJP seeks approval from the IDOC to allow
particular individuals to regularly enter the prison.
As instructors go through the clearance process, we
encourage them to start attending EJP events
and getting to know the program.
After receiving clearance, instructors officially
become “Education Justice Faculty Affiliates.”
This is a life-long designation, in part because there
are life-long conditions that apply to having once
received clearance from IDOC.
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Teach and Learn
Working at the Prison
Teaching incarcerated students can be rewarding,
challenging, and transformative. It can also bring
up a range of emotional responses, including anger,
grief, and much more. We ask all EJP instructors,
whatever the form of teaching they engage in,
to participate in activities that will help them
process their experiences, make sense of the larger
structural issues related to incarceration, and
support others.

• Show respect for students by involving them in
classroom decision-making.
• As in any educational setting, seek understanding
of students’ various backgrounds and current
contexts, and how those might impact a given
student’s class performance. At the same time,
respect student privacy.
•Adhere to clearly defined rules regarding
professional relationships among instructors and
students.

Even though, due to the pandemic, instructors will
not able to enter DCC for the foreseeable future.
Our courses will operate via correspondence and
video, which means that students and instructors
will not have the opportunity to interact in person.
We still encourage all potential members to review
this section and become familiar with the policies
and procedures that allow us to operate at DCC.
This will help you understand our relationship to the
prison and will provide crucial information for
you once we are able to again enter the prison.

Conduct
The Education Justice Project operates at DCC by
permission of the Illinois Department of Corrections.
All EJP instructors are asked to remember that
they are guests at the prison. DCC policies include
observing the DCC dress code (no scarves, pants
only, modest attire); addressing students by last
name and “Mr.,” restricting physical contact between
instructors and students to handshakes, and not
interacting directly or indirectly with individuals on
parole.

We encourage EJP instructors to discuss learning
and pedagogy with one another. These discussions,
within a community of teachers who care deeply
about creating critical learning environments, can
support professional growth and better teaching
even outside of the prison.

EJP’s policies for instructors require that they do not
ask students what they are serving time for, not
receive written materials from students that are not
academic in nature, and behave toward students
and one another in a professional, respectful
manner, bearing in mind EJP’s Ground Rules (see
p. 38) as a guide.

While we understand that EJP instructors come to
EJP with their own teaching styles and pedagogical
priorities, we ask that you please adhere to the
following:
• Create a professional atmosphere of trust and
mutual regard.
• Be available to all students as equitably as
possible.
• Be honest and sincere. Our students are expert
BS-spotters.
• Ensure that students are aware of your
commitment to their success.
• Look for gains in skill, however small, that are the
evidence of growth and use them as the basis for
encouragement.

EJP instructors have the right to participate in
outside organizations, groups and protests that
align with their values. If anyone was ever banned
from DCC for participation in another group, we
would fight that decision and encourage the
university to back us in that fight. To date, this has
never happened.
Reviews
At the end of each semester, each EJP instructor
is asked to complete a self-assessment form
and discuss it with their coordinator. The review
provides opportunity for instructors to discuss
challenges and receive one-on-one coaching. It
also allows them to consider whether they’d like to
explore other opportunities within EJP.
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Teach and Learn
It frequently happens that an EJP member will
identify a need within EJP and offer to fill it. We
welcome that sort of initiative. When the quality
of an EJP instructor’s work is in question, their
coordinator will provide feedback, offer suggestions
for growth, and explore transitioning from the
program if that seems appropriate.
Leaving
There are EJP faculty affiliates throughout the
United States, as well as in Taiwan, India,
Germany, England, Mexico, and other countries.
We try to stay connected to former EJP instructors
through periodic mailings, Mango, including the
EJP newsletter, student newsletter, and requests

for donations. We also encourage faculty affiliates
to remain part of our Facebook group. When an
instructor leaves EJP, we invite them to dedicate a
book of their choice to the EJP library at DCC and to
inscribe a bookplate that will be placed within the
volume.
The status of an instructor as a Education Justice
Faculty Affiliate remains even after stepping
away from active work with EJP. This means all
instructors must continue to honor the conditions
associated with clearance. For example, instructors
are unlikely to get permission to visit individuals
incarcerated at DCC.

Prison Dress Code
Please dress modestly and do not wear expensive jewelry. This isn’t because theft is a problem at the
prison, but because it’s in poor taste to wear flashy things among people who don’t have access to
them. Don’t wear anything that reveals your mid-section or cleavage. No underwear should be visible
and clothes should not be form-fitting. No seethrough shirts. Women should avoid white or light-colored
tops. The C.O. at the front gate has prerogative to turn anybody away. Not allowed: shorts of any length,
T-shirts with lettering (e.g. political T-shirts or advertisements for beer companies. It’s OK if the lettering
is part of the shirt logo or if it is a University of Illinois shirt.). Please do not wear sandals and avoid high
heels. No dresses or skirts.
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EJP Students
Anyone who has 60-credit hours of lower division
academic course credits and elects to take
upper-division courses or participates in any EJP
programming at DCC is considered an EJP student.
Why Become an EJP Student?
Participation with EJP offers an opportunity to
be part of a supportive, diverse community within
DCC; to exercise and develop leadership, in and
outside of the classroom; and to give back even
while incarcerated. Some EJP students find that
they become positive examples to members of their
families. Perhaps most significantly, EJP plunges
students into a world of learning, scholarship, and
ideas that challenge and thrill. Higher education,
especially with a liberal arts focus such as EJP
offers, provides a sense of connection with
important thinkers from the past and today.
Students find their minds becoming sharper and
more open as they advance in their personal
educational journeys. These are just a few of the
reasons to participate in higher education in prison.
Please note that EJP students are not compensated
for attending class. However, eligible individuals
may receive good time.

Being an EJP Student
Upper division, academic, for-credit courses form
the core of the EJP universe. We encourage all
students to enroll and push themselves with the
intellectual demands of 300- and 400-level work.
Instructors strive to make EJP courses comparable
to courses offered on the Urbana- Champaign
campus. This is not easy, since students on the
traditional campus have ready access to computers
and the internet, with many other resources at their
disposal. Even with these limitations, EJP courses
are rigorous and demanding, and instructors often
report that student work at DCC is comparable to
what they would find on the traditional campus. In
some cases, EJP students perform at a higher level.
Students who successfully complete EJP courses
earn transferable U of I credit that can be applied to
academic institutions on the outside, depending on
a given university’s requirements. On occasion, a
student is released before finishing a course. If this
happens near the end of the semester, it is usually
possible to work out an arrangement with the
instructor, such that the student can complete
the course requirements and receive a grade and
course credit.

Application Process
The only requirement for becoming an EJP student
is 60 credit hours of lower-division academic work.
Individuals at DCC who believe they meet that
qualification should contact Site Director Lance
Pittman in the Vocational Building. He will pass your
information on to our Director of Operations, Jamie
Hines, who will confirm your credit hours, a process
that frequently takes many weeks or even months,
as it involves contacting all the institutions at which
a prospective student earned academic credit.
Please note: *vocational courses and 000 level
courses do not count towards the 60-hour
requirement.* New students are required to take
the New Student Reading Group, which is usually
offered in the summer. This group will prepare
you for the challenges and joys of taking upperdivision college courses.

In addition to for-credit courses, other academic
programs are available to EJP students. We
encourage you to sign up for extracurricular
activities (e.g. Mindfulness Discussion Group
and Writing Workshops), join committees (e.g.
convocation committee), and attend events at the
prison (e.g. guest lectures and symposia). We place
special emphasis on writing and communication.
EJP students are scholars, so we provide
opportunities to participate in conferences, submit
pieces to the EJP blog, and write academic papers
for journals. EJP students have also published
articles in local newspapers. Sometimes a writing
opportunity might grow out of a particular class or
extracurricular program. “Calls for Papers” or
CFPs are frequently posted in the EJP Community
Library.
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Teach and Learn
We strongly urge EJP students to attend all-student
meetings and convocations, which are held each
semester. These are important ways of supporting
the wider EJP community and remaining up-to-date
on developments within the program.
Conduct
EJP does not have a complicated code of conduct.
We expect students to observe the University
of Illinois Student Code (available in the EJP
Community Library) and support the creation
of a critical, open, inclusive and caring learning
environment at DCC. Any behavior that undermines
such an environment or violates the U of I Student
Code breaches our code of conduct. Examples of
such behavior are behaving disrespectfully towards
another individual in the program, plagiarizing
course work, or attempting to develop a nonprofessional relationship with an instructor.
The EJP Ground Rules (see p. 38) should guide
students and instructors in both inperson and
correspondence courses. Those rules stress clear,
honest communication.
One of the most unique and important qualities of
EJP is the opportunity it provides for leadership.
Every conversation, action, and scholarly text
contributes to students’ education, and provides
occasion for you to educate others. We ask EJP
students to carefully consider how they carry
themselves. Choosing to participate in EJP sends
a powerful message about the value of education,
and we encourage EJP students to both recognize,
and embody, the importance of this act.
Leaving
Once part of EJP, a student is always part of EJP.
Even after students leave Danville, we strive to stay
connected with them. The University of Illinois will
also treat you as an alumnus, and you should be
prepared to receive mail from campus, including
requests for donations. It is customary for students
to give back to the universities where they studied,
and EJP welcomes such support.

Prior to a student’s release, we will request to hold
a transition interview with him. This provides an
opportunity for the student to provide feedback to
the program and for us to collect relevant contact
information. In addition, we invite students to
reflect on their future plans and remind them that
we are available to support their efforts to continue
their education on the outside. Finally, we invite
each outgoing student to dedicate a book of his
choice to the EJP community library at DCC We do
not expect to hold any transition interviews this
year. We hope there will be opportunity to have
outgoing students contribute to the community
library.
Many of our alumni take advantage of speaking
opportunities. There are invitations to visit the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign campus
for special events and also to speak to classes on
campus. Of course, that will happen via Zoom this
year.
We are committed to helping students continue
their education if that is something they wish to
do. We offer help with the application process. In
addition, EJP has two scholarships of $1,000 each
that are available to returning citizens in Illinois.
Information about these scholarships is available on
the EJP website. The EJP Scholarship coordinator is
Caitlin Brooks.
When an EJP student transfers to another facility,
we endeavor to stay connected, although this is
dependent on IDOC policy. We want to support and
encourage continued engagement with higher
education for all EJP students. In the past, we have
done that through periodic mailings, including the
EJP newsletter and books. Once transfer students
are released, we encourage them to contact us at
the EJP office, and to engage with EJP just as any
other EJP alumnus would. The University of Illinois’
commitment to past and potential future students
is strong, whether they’re released through Danville
or a different prison.
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Engage the Community
Why Work Outside the Prison?
It’s commonly said that when an individual
is incarcerated, his or her family serves time
alongside them. Unfortunately, there’s often little
acknowledgment of how difficult it is to lose a loved
on to incarceration or of the costs that familites
bear—financially, socially, and emotionally. Because
incarceration is concentrated in low-income,
minority neighborhoods, these impacts fall mostly
upon already stressed communities that are often
ill-equipped to bear them.
We have learned that an incarcerated individual’s
enrollment in a college-in-prison program can
energize his entire family. We originally started
our community program to leverage that energy,
further extending the ripple effects associated with
college-in-prison programs for EJP family members.
By this writing, however, our outreach extends to
anyone with a friend or loved one in prison; it is not
necessary that the incarcerated loved one be an EJP
student.
One of the greatest challenges that friends and
family face is getting ready for the release from
prison of their loved one and then adjusting to
the change that reentry brings. Of course, the
challenges are also considerable for the individual
who is returning home. Therefore, we address
needs surrounding reentry. Since decarceration of
Illinois prisons is a major goal for the current state
government, and the prison population in the state
has been dropping in recent years, this is an
important need.

the guides. RGI members often work closely with
people in other reentry and reform organizations
across the state, so it’s a great opportunity to
expand your professional network.
The RGI co-coordinators this year are Lee Ragsdale
and Linda Larson. If you are interested in helping
with this initiative, email them at
reentry@educationjustice.net.
Another community-based option is EJP’s
Scholarship program. Each year we receive
applications from individuals who were incarcerated
as adults or juveniles seeking to continue their
education. It can be inspiring to hear their stories.
Getting involved on the selection committee and
supporting communication with previous recipients
will allow you to work directly with people at the
grassroots level and develop your leadership skills.
It will allow you to grow as an organizer, facilitator,
and counselor. As is the case with all EJP programs,
one does not have to be a U of I faculty member,
staff, or graduate student to participate.
Caitlin Brooks is our new Scholarship coordinator.
She can be reached at
scholarships@educationjustice.net
Conduct and Review
Because our community-based programs have not
been in operation for as long as EJP’s programs
at DCC, their policies related to conduct and
review are not as developed. In the coming years,
members of these programs will develop those
policies and procedures.

Our reentry guides are some of the most vital work
we do. The guides help people being released from
prison with everything from housing and healthcare
to banking and using the internet. These guides
have become even more important now, when
people are being released or deported under the
cloud of a pandemic. Members are needed to assist
with updating our reentry guides to reflect the rapid
changes in policies and resources that are taking
place every day. Volunteers are needed to work
on writing, editing, proofreading and designing
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Lead and Support
EJP takes seriously our responsibility to provide
opportunities for EJP members to develop
leadership skills. From serving on a committee,
to becoming a program coordinator, to joining the
Advisory Council—there are many ways to lead and
support EJP while growing as a leader.

Opportunities to serve on ad hoc committees on
campus come up throughout the year. For instance,
we usually ask EJP members to help plan EJP
retreats. Free EJP members should watch our
intranet network, MangoApps, for announcements.
Work Events

Members of the Nominating Committee (see p.
36) can help you explore ways to deepen your
engagement with our work while furthering your
skills as an administrator, teacher, facilitator, or
manager through EJP. Greg Jahiel is currently chair
of the Nominating Committee. Program coordinators
are also happy to talk to current or prospective
EJP members about increased involvement in their
respective programs. Many coordinators would
welcome a co-coordinator.
Join a Committee
EJP members are encouraged to support EJP by
serving on committees. Indeed, we rely on your
engagement. It helps ensure that organizational
decisions reflect the needs and interests of the EJP
universe. Furthermore, with so few paid regular
staff, we require our members to step up if we are
to get tasks done.
EJP has many kinds of committees. Student
committees at the prison organize convocations and
advise on matters such as EJP communications.
Some committees are long-standing, while others
may exist only to fulfill a particular task and then
dissolve. Signups for such committees typically take
place at All-Student Meetings.
On campus, EJP members can apply to serve on the
committees that report to the EJP Advisory Council.
Currently, those are Grievance, Nominations,
Special Events, Resilience, and Strategic Planning.
Each committee has its own eligibility criteria.
The Nominating Committee puts out annual calls for
applications and its members are happy to speak
to you if you’d like to learn more. Currently, the
greatest need is for people to serve on the Special
Events Committees.

EJP hosts events throughout the year at the prison,
on the University of Illinois campus, and in the
community. We invite members not only to attend,
but to volunteer to work at events.
Please note that during the pandemic we do not
expect to host any in-person events, but will
continue to have online activities. Volunteers are
often needed to help plan, organize and execute
virtual events. For information on upcoming events,
watch for our weekly newsletters and for posts on
MangoApps.
Requests for volunteers are also posted on
those platforms.
Coordinate an EJP Program
Each EJP program at DCC is directed by a
coordinator, who is responsible for scheduling,
training members, overseeing program evaluation,
and promoting that program. Coordinators
meet together monthly, and are encouraged to
attend regular leadership trainings and retreats.
Coordinators play an essential role within EJP,
and serving as a coordinator is a valued way to
contribute to our work while developing your
leadership skills.
Open coordinator positions are listed on the EJP
website and also advertised on our Facebook
page and over MangoApps. We offer coordinators
a $1,250 stipend each semester. (In addition,
occasionally EJP will receive a grant to support a
particular program and that may allow us, at least
temporarily, to pay more to the EJP instructors or
coordinators associated with that program.)
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Join the Advisory Council
Between 16 - 20 people serve on our Advisory
Council, which holds regular meetings three times
each year and provides guidance to EJP staff.
Members of the Council are community members,
EJP members, and individuals from campus. They
serve two year terms. Currently we are especially
seeking Advisory Council members who have
fundraising experience, are U of I faculty, or have
connections to Chicago.

to conducting research projects. We encourage
interested individuals to contact us about crafting
an internship that fits their interests. Course credit
can be arranged.
By the time this handbook is issued, the deadline
for fall internship applications will have passed, but
we expect to accept applications for Spring 2021
interns in the new year. For more information,
contact Operations Director Jamie Hines directly at
info@educationjustice.net.

Internship Program
Undergraduate students and others are welcome to
intern in the EJP office. Currently, most intern tasks
are taking place virtually.
The EJP office responds to reentry guide requests,
handles EJP communications and social media,
manages EJP records and archives, and works
on fundraising and database entry. In the past,
interns have contributed to everything from
organizing the EJP archives and working events

Ordinarily, the EJP office also welcomes people who
wish to volunteer occasionally on such tasks as
mailings and event set up. This year, because of the
pandemic, we are not seeking such assistance.
Donate
The Education Justice Project depends mightily on
individual donors. Please consider supporting our
work through a financial contribution.
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Write and Research
EJP is one of the few college-in-prison programs
housed within a “Research-1” university, an
institution with an explicit commitment to
contributing to the public good through high levels
of research activity. Our mission, to demonstrate
the positive impacts of prison higher education
programs, acknowledges this context. We
encourage EJP members to produce scholarship
that supports our mission and otherwise serves the
interests of the program, our students, and society.
A list of papers and publications produced by
EJP members is available on the EJP website:
educationjustice.net.

You can reach Caitlin at
scholarships@educationjustice.neet
EJP Publications
In line with our Strategic Objectives, EJP has
expanded our production of “one-pagers” on various
topics related to higher education in prison. Topics
include the representation of incarcerated scholars
(co-written by EJP students), why in-person
instruction is preferred, and the benefits of higher
education in prison.

Scholarship can take a variety of forms— presenting
at conferences; writing articles in peer-reviewed
journals; producing pieces for Urbana-ChampaignDanville newspapers; writing for the EJP blog;
publishing poetry and fiction; editing and producing
EJP collections; and other forms of sharing
information and perspectives. The ethics of creating
and disseminating knowledge that incorporates
the voices of incarcerated individuals is not
straightforward. Some of the issues are addressed
in EJP’s Research Policy, which you can find in the
Appendix of this handbook. We strongly encourage
free EJP members to reflect on the potential for
exploitation which is inherent in such writing, and
to consider coauthor scholarship with interested EJP
students as one way of mitigating such problems.

This is another area where we welcome the
participation of people who might ordinarily be
teaching at the prison, or others who want to get
involved in generating ideas for future one-pagers
and the research, writing, and editing process.
Contact EJP Director Rebecca Ginsburg at
info@educationjustice.net for more information.

Research Group
EJP’s Research Group, which meets monthly and
provides a supportive and encouraging forum for
free members to share works in progress. This
group is open to EJP members and anyone,
including non-EJP members. The Research
Coordinator is Caitlin Brooks.
Travel Award
Twice each year, the Research Group issues five
awards of up to $500 each for EJP members to
attend conferences on topics related to EJP’s
mission. Caitlin Brooks also coordinates this funding
opportunity. It is not necessary to present a paper
to receive an award.
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IV. Grow Within EJP
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Inside
Once you’re part of EJP, how can you learn more,
develop your skills, and have more impact? For
those engaged with our program at DCC, there
are a number of ways to grow within EJP while
contributing to our community and mission. Below
are some suggestions for doing that in the future.
Unfortunately, for the foreseeable future, EJP events
that typically take place inside DCC are canceled
due to the ongoing pandemic. We are sincerely
sorry. We look forward to a healthier, safer future,
in which we can participate in these activities as a
community.

Participate in Open Houses
Once each semester, EJP hosts an open house at
DCC. These events are held during for-credit
courses. We invite those interested in learning
more about EJP’s programs, including prospective
instructors and donors, to attend. Typically, the
class break is longer during open houses, to
give the guests a chance to talk to EJP students
and instructors. Current EJP members are also
welcome to attend and see the classes in action.
Unfortunately, this academic year’s open house
events have been canceled due to COVID-19.

Attend EJP Convocations
Twice a year EJP students organize convocations at
the prison to which all instructors holding clearance
are invited. They’re held on the Thursday before
the beginning of each semester, in August and
January, respectively. In addition, EJP hosts an
awards convocation at the prison every May on the
Thursday before Memorial Day.

Attend Special Events
EJP hosts occasional special events at the prison
(e.g., symposia or conferences). We strongly
encourage EJP students and instructors to attend
these events.

Attend All-Student Meetings
These meetings are held once or twice each
semester. They are opportunities for students and
instructors to discuss issues and concerns related to
on-site programming, upcoming events, facilities,
and more. These meetings are held in the chapel.
Visit the Community Library
EJP’s community library consists of the two rooms
formerly known as “resource rooms.” These are
dedicated EJP rooms at DCC. They house our
library collection, course reserves, and many more
resources, and also are the location of consultation
sessions with Writing and Math Partners (WAMP).
The community library is maintained by a group of
EJP students who take responsibility for organizing
the rooms to make them as functional as possible.
We encourage students to attend WAMP sessions
on a regular basis. The community library is a good
place for quiet study, even if you aren’t looking
for tutoring support. Our Mellon grant allows for
significant expansion of our community library;
please contact Community Librarian Rebecca Bott if
you want to get involved in this effort.
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Outside
Campus Events
EJP frequently hosts public events on campus (e.g.,
speakers, workshops, films, and conferences).
Often, such events feature EJP alumni—former
students—as speakers. We strongly encourage EJP
members to attend such events because we believe
that a deeper understanding of incarceration and
re-entry will enrich your involvement with EJP, and
perhaps prompt you to want to get involved in
other initiatives around justice and equity. While at
these events please remain mindful of IDOC’s policy
against direct contact with EJP members who are
on parole. If you’re interested in helping to organize
such events or have an idea for an event, please
contact the EJP office.

There are many ways to get better connected to
EJP, learn more about the issues that are implicated
in our work, and contribute to the EJP community
outside of DCC. Activities are listed on the EJP
calendar, accessible on the homepage of the EJP
website. They are also advertised on “EJP This
Week,” our weekly electronic newsletter. Please
bear in mind that many of these activities may
be canceled or moved online due to the ongoing
pandemic.
Attend EJP Lunches
EJP typically hosts weekday lunches in our
office. During the pandemic these lunches have
moved online. Check our weekly newsletters
for information on when and how to join. All
EJP members are welcome, as are interested
friends. Lunches are a good way to meet other
people involved with EJP, engage in stimulating
conversation about criminal justice, and find out
about happenings within the various EJP programs.
Participate in Town Hall Meetings
These gatherings allow us to discuss matters
of governance and administration. Questions,
comments, and concerns about EJP can be
brought to these meetings. (Questions or concerns
regarding a particular program should be raised first
with the coordinator(s) of that program.) The
meetings offer opportunity to learn about ways
to become involved with EJP governance, e.g. by
joining a committee. This year, town halls will be
held on Oct 29, 2020 and March 23, 2021, both at
4pm, virtually.

Come to Community Events
We encourage anyone who is interested in issues
related to incarceration, reentry, and criminal
justice—hopefully, that’s everybody reading this
handbook!—to attend events that EJP hosts,
often in cooperation with other campus units and
community organizations such as First Followers,
the Independent Media Center, the City of Urbana,
and State Representative Carol Ammons’ office. You
can learn about these events, and sign up to work
them, from Mango and the EJP Facebook page.

Sign up for Leadership Trainings
We hope to offer more leadership training
opportunities than usual this year, as it’s one way
we can keep growing while some programs
are suspended. Attending such events is a great
way to develop skills that can be applied to
other activities you’re involved with. We provide
such opportunities to enhance the quality of
EJP programs and governance, and as a way of
thanking our members for all they do for EJP. Stay
posted, and get involved!
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I. Research Policy
Note: This policy was written by members of the
Research Group in March 2014 and revised in July
2014. Further revisions, proposed by EJP alumni,
were approved by a group of EJP alumni at their
regular meeting on August 9, 2015. Those, the
most recent changes, are indicated in italics.
EJP’s mission is to build a model college In- prison
program that demonstrates the positive impacts
of higher education upon incarcerated people,
their families, the communities from which they
come, the host institution, and society as a whole.
In pursuit of this mission, EJP members are
encouraged to produce scholarship about EJP.
Given the power dynamics inherent in the
researcher-participant relationship, this policy aims
to protect EJP students and the integrity of the
program. It does so by outlining protocols for the
approval of research projects and promoting best
practices for ethical, refle tive, and participatory
research.
1. Who is This Policy For?
This policy is for any EJP member, including
those with clearance who work inside the prison,
those without clearance who work with our FACE
programs, and incarcerated EJP students.
2. Who Can Access EJP Students for Research
Purposes?
EJP members (instructors, students, and others
engaged in our work) are encouraged to produce
scholarship for both public and scholarly forums.
EJP does not provide access to Danville Correctional
Center or EJP students to those who are not already
involved in EJP.
We encourage prospective researchers to consider
how the restrictions and isolation of the prison
context might challenge their ability to build
relationships based upon professionalism, integrity,
and trust. For this reason, we encourage instructors
and other on-site members to create opportunities
for EJP students to be coauthors in research and

writing projects instead of merely interviewees and
respondents. Such work could include coauthoring
a text, giving students opportunities to author
individual papers or particular sections of a larger
project, and creating opportunities for students to
provide feedback on the scholarship.
3. What Should I Do First?
If you are (or are about to start) researching and
writing about EJP, you should inform the Research
Coordinator. The coordinator can connect you
with others who are doing similar work, schedule
opportunities for you to share your work with the
Research Group, promote your work by adding
any citations to EJP’s online list of publications
and presentations, and, if you are interested in
coauthoring with students, arrange for call passes
and meeting space at DCC.
In addition, if you are preparing an IRB proposal
(see #6, 7, 8 below), share it with the EJP Director
and with the Research Coordinator before you
submit it so they can help you with it. Once
your IRB is approved, please email a copy to the
Research Coordinator.
Please note that you will not be able to gain IRB
approval to work on an EJP-related project without
the support (and, ultimately, the signature) of the
EJP Director.
The director is unlikely to approve any projects that
do not:
a) Employ research methods that provide EJP
students an opportunity to participate at some level
in research design, data-gathering, and analysis of
data;
b) Demonstrate commitment to scrutinizing power
relationships at all stages of the research;
c) Demonstrate value to incarcerated EJP students
or incarcerated individuals more generally.
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4. Can I have access to the EJP alumni for
research purposes?
You will not need the signature of the EJP director
to access individuals who have been released, as
would be required for interviewing EJP students.
However, we ask that researchers not seek to
interview released individuals simply to circumvent
this requirement. Please be aware that the alumni
ask that prospective researchers be clear about the
following:

write something critical of DCC or the Department
of Corrections and a state official reads it, there is
always a chance that it may affect your status
at the prison or EJP’s standing with DCC. This
statement is not meant to silence you; it is just a
reminder to be aware of the potential impacts of
publication.

a) In whose interest is the research being
undertaken? Can the researcher demonstrate how
the research will have value to the individuals being
interviewed or otherwise support their interests?

• Reflections on your own experienceswith EJP
(e.g., Agnieszka Tuszynska’s blog post for IPRH;
Ramon Cabrales’ article for the Illinois TESOL
newsletter; instructors’ talks for the “What I’ve
Learned from Teaching in a Prison” panels at IPRH)

6. What Kind of Scholarship Might I Produce?
Scholarship on EJP includes the following:

b) Are researchers’ relationships with their
proposed respondents of a parasitic nature? Are
they building their professional careers on the backs
of incarcerated and formerly incarcerated people’s
lives?
c) Is the researcher taking active steps to minimize
power imbalances between researcher and
respondents?

• Collaborative research and writing with EJP
students (e.g., Anke Pinkert’s Radical Teacher article
with EJP students Michael Brawn, Jose Cabrales,
and Gregory Donatelli; the conference paper by
Maggie Kainulainen and three students, Emmett
Sanders, C.R. Hardaway, and Robert Becker, that
theorizes EJP’s writing center initiative)
• Interpretive, qualitative, and/ or quantitative data
collection and analyses (see, e.g., Patrick Berry’s
article in the journal Pedagogy; the evaluation
team’s survey of EJP students).
See #7 for guidance on whether your project
will need to be approved by the Institutional
Review Board.

5. Will EJP Screen or Censor My Writing?
No.
However, we recommend that you share your
writing with the Research Group in order to get
feedback. The Research Group offers people who
are writing about EJP or related topics (e.g., prison
education, mass incarceration, violence, crime,
prison reform) an opportunity to get feedback
on their work from interested peers in a variety
of disciplines and areas. Presenters and group
members meet monthly over dinner to discuss
drafts of conference papers, strategize responses
to reviewer suggestions, brainstorm ideas for
dissertations, and more. New members are always
welcome, whether to present or give feedback.
We also ask that you allow relevant EJP personnel
to fact check your piece. However, the Director or
Research Coordinator will not screen or censor your
writing. We do ask that you go into the research
and publication process with your eyes open. If you

6. What is the Institutional Review Board?
UIUC’s Institutional Review Board (IRB), a
requirement for institutions receiving federal
funding, must approve any research involving
living humans from whom “(1) data “through
intervention or interaction with the individual
or (2) identifiable private information” (“Human
Subject,” IRB Glossary) are obtained. This applies
to research that is “conducted by any faculty, staff,
student, employee or agent of the University of
Illinois at Urbana– Champaign (UIUC), or otherwise
conducted at or sponsored by the UIUC” (IRB
Investigator Handbook Part 1A).
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To receive IRB approval, researchers must complete
a protocol describing their study (including how
participants are recruited and selected, consent
obtained, and data collected and secured). The IRB
is ultimately concerned with the three key ethical
principles of the 1979 Belmont Report: “respect for
persons” (participants must give informed consent,
and additional safeguards must in place to protect
people like prisoners), “benefi ence” (researchers
must seek to maximize possible benefits and
minimize possible harms, and effort is made to
protect the privacy of participants and confide tiality
of data), and “justice” (selection of participants
needs to be equitable, and the “burdens and
benefits of research are equitably distributed,”
Bailey, n.p.)
7. Do I Need to Get My Project Approved by
the IRB?
a. If you are engaged in a project that involves
collecting data from living people, such as through
observations and field notes, surveys, or interviews,
you do need approval from the IRB.
b. If you are reflecting on your own experiences
with EJP, you do not need approval from the IRB.
c. Creative works and community outreach, like
poetry, blog posts, and journalism (e.g., Amplifier
article) do not require IRB if they do not involve
data collection.
d. Simply coauthoring with EJP students or
instructors does not require IRB approval, when
all authors are reflecting on, and representing,
their own experiences. For an example of this, see
“Prisoners Teaching ESL,” an article by thirteen
students and instructors involved in Language
Partners. IRB approval was not necessary for this
scholarship.

• Conduct research under EJP’s current IRB
• Submit an addendum to EJP’s IRB
• Submit your own IRB
To discuss your options, contact Rebecca Ginsburg,
EJP director. Graduate students should work closely
with their own advisors. Whichever option you
choose, you will need to complete online training
modules required by the IRB.
9. What are Best Practices for Researching
People Involved with EJP?
Anonymity v. Authorship: Students and instructors
have a right to be anonymous as well as to claim
authorship for their experiences. For qualitative
research that includes students’ stories, you may
want to include language on the consent form that
allows students to elect that their real names be
used instead of automatically granting pseudonyms.
If students wish to remain anonymous, but might
be identifiable to those who live or work at DCC,
you will not be able to bring your work to the prison
to share. For instance, one EJP member gave all EJP
students pseudonyms but then was unable to share
the fruits of the research inside DCC because
the students, even with pseudonyms, were still
identifiable.
Language to Describe EJP Students: We ask that
researchers be thoughtful about how incarcerated
students are described (e.g., convict v. inmate v.
student or incarcerated student). (See the “Open
Letter to Our Friends” reprinted in the instructors
manual by the NuLeadership Policy Group.)
Resources on Participatory Action Research in
Prison. PDFs are available.

8. How Do I Get IRB Approval?

Fine, M., Roberts, R. A., Torre, M. E., & Upegui, D.
(2001). Participatory Action Research
Behind Bars. Critical Psychology, 2, 145–157.

You are responsible for getting approval from
the IRB. If you need IRB approval, you have
three options:

Jewkes, Y. (2012). Autoethnography and Emotion
as Intellectual Resources. Qualitative Inquiry, 18(1),
63–75.
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Torre, M. E., Fine, M., Boudin, K., Bowen, I., Clark,
J., Hylton, D., … Upegui, D. (2001). A space for
co-constructing counter stories under surveillance.
Critical Psychology, 4, 149–166.
Other Recommended Resources
Brydon-Miller, M. (2012). Addressing the ethical
challenges of community-based research.
Teaching Ethics, 12(2), 157-162.
Denzin, N. K., & Lincoln, L. S. (Eds.) (2011). The
SAGE handbook of qualitative research (4th ed).
Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE.
Kirsch, G. E. (1997). Multi-vocal texts and
interpretive responsibility. College English,
59(2), 191-202. (“Multi-vocal texts, then, can
easily reassert, however unwittingly, old forms
of domination, such as speaking for and despite
others” (p. 184).)
Kirsch, G. E. (2005). Friendship, friendliness, and
feminist inquiry. Signs, 30, 2163-2172. (“[R]
esearchers who strive for the benefits of close,

interactive relations with participants must accept
the concomitant risks” (p. 2163).)
Mertens, D. M., & Ginsberg, P. E. (Eds.) (2009).
The handbook of social research ethics. Thousand
Oaks, CA: SAGE.
Mortensen, P., & Kirsch, G. (1996). Ethics and
representation in qualitative studies of literacy.
Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers of
English.
Paris, D., & Fisher, M. (Eds.). (2014). Humanizing
research: Decolonizing qualitative inquiry with
youth and communities. Thousand Oaks, CA:
SAGE.
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org/
Shakespeare, T. (1996) “Rules of Engagement:
Doing Disability Research.” Disability and Society
Vol. 11, 1, pp. 115-21.
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II. Alumni and Family Contact Policy
While these guidelines are written from the
perspective of free EJP members, we ask
that everyone involved with EJP please take
responsibility for following and upholding them.
They are especially relevant for EJP instructors
and EJP alumni. They apply with special force
to individuals on parole. EJP’s ability to continue
working with IDOC depends on strict observation of
these guidelines. Thank you.
EJP instructors should note that IDOC considers you
to be bound forever to these restrictions. Please
also note that as of this writing, EJP members with
active clearance are not allowed to have direct or
indirect contact with EJP alumni who are on parole.
“Alumni” refers to formerly incarcerated EJP
students who have been released. “Family
Members” refers to family members of active
EJP students. “Friends” refers to close friends of
active EJP students. “EJP member” refers to free
EJP staffand personnel, whether paid or unpaid,
irrespective of their clearance status.
1. EJP members should meet with EJP alumni,
family members, and friends, whether face-toface or by phone, for professional purposes only.
Examples of such purposes include: organizing
EJP-sponsored events and activities, attending
educational programs (e.g. a campus lecture), and
interactions that form part of the EJP member’s
professional responsibilities (e.g. writing a letter of
recommendation for an EJP alumnus).
2. If contact beyond the above occurs, the EJP
member should inform the EJP office immediately.
• EJP members with active clearance who have
direct or indirect contact with an EJP alumnus
who is on parole should contact the EJP office and
document the encounter per IDOC regulations
and inform the DCC administration, immediately.

accessing U of I transcripts, and helping with
college applications. Please do not offer to assist
individual alumni upon their release. Instead, refer
them to the EJP office. If you have information or
connections that might be of particular use to a
specific EJP alumnus, you are welcome to work
with the EJP office in helping that alumnus access
those resources. This policy is motivated by several
concerns. We want all EJP alumni to receive similar
re-entry support in a fair and transparent manner;
to ensure that EJP members do not feel any
pressure to assist with reentry; to make sure that
alumni get the best possible re-entry support, from
experienced staff; and, importantly, to comply with
IDOC restrictions against fraternization.
4. No loaning or taking money, cars, subleasing
houses, commercial ventures, etc. between EJP
alumni, family members, friends of current EJP
students, family members of EJP alumni, or friends
of EJP alumni and EJP members.
5. It should never be necessary to visit the home of
alumni, family members, or friends.
6. Don’t share personal information with alumni,
family members, or friends (e.g. your home
address, personal nonuniversity email, birthdays,
details about family members).
7. No one-on-one driving of EJP alumni, family
members, or friends in personal vehicles.
8. For those with DCC clearance, do not engage in
casual sharing of family news at the prison or in
any other behavior that might give the impression
that EJP alumni-EJP member interactions are not
controlled and professional. Also, please respect EJP
student privacy.
9. Don’t share information about specific,
identifiable family members with EJP students,
non-EJP friends or colleagues, campus students, or
anyone else without permission from the family
member.

3. The EJP office offers some reentry support
services, such as setting up an email account,
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10. Do not engage in personal (i.e. not
professional) written correspondence with family
members or alumni. This applies to all forms of
correspondence, including email, texting, U.S.
postal mail, and other. If you receive a personal
letter, please report it to the EJP office immediately.

grievances and conflict among our members.

11. Do not ‘friend’ EJP alumni or EJP students on
Facebook. This rule applies even beyond parole. The
Illinois Department of Corrections takes this policy
very seriously, and so do we. Even if you don’t
mind your students following you on Facebook, your
EJP colleagues may, and those that are connected
to you on FB will not be able to control how
information travels on the web. Please be aware
that IDOC staff patrol social media accounts.
III. Conflict Resolution & Grievance
Procedures
Below is the draft policy as of 3/23/2016. Please
consider it binding until further notice.
Brief Overview
The Education Justice Project encourages a culture
of mutual care and support for all members.
“Members” in this context includes incarcerated EJP
students, EJP staff, instructors, program volunteers,
and all who have applied to and been accepted to
EJP programs. In addition, individuals who have not
gone through a formal admission process but who
are involved with EJP are covered by this policy. It
is not necessary to be employed by the University
of Illinois or a student at the University of Illinois to
be covered.
As a unit of the Department of Education Policy,
Organization, and Leadership (EPOL) within the
College of Education at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, EJP members are covered
by the University of Illinois’ College of Education’s
Grievance Policy as detailed by the College of
Education Bylaws.

Apart from the COE Grievance Policy and restorative
processes for addressing grievances, we encourage
members to make use of additional resources
available through the University of Illinois and
outlined in this document. Wherever possible, EJP
encourages members to share any concerns or
grievances with their coordinators, who have direct
responsibility for managing each EJP program, as a
first step.
Reporting a Grievance
The Education Justice Project’s Grievance
Committee is a resource available to all EJP
members. Grievances can be reported directly to
EJP’s Grievance Committee members via email.
The names of the members are listed in the EJP
Handbook and below. Please note that members
can also bring concerns to their coordinator, their
coordinator’s supervisor the EJP Director. While EJP
promotes a restorative approach where possible,
some grievances or conflicts may warrant different
kinds of support.
Members are encouraged to familiarize themselves
with the resources outlined here to assist with
resolving a conflict or addressing a grievance
and select the pathway that they deem most
appropriate or desirable. The following outlines
procedures for accessing the COE Grievance Policy,
restorative processes, and additional resources
accessible to members. If you have additional
questions, please contact the EJP Grievance
Committee. Obviously, those subject to IDOC must
employ prison procedures.

As a reflection of EJP’s mission and values relating
to gentleness, openness, and En Lak’esh (mutual
respect and recognition), EJP members may also
make use of restorative circle processes to address
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COE Grievance Policy
EJP members can report a grievance to the College of Education’s College Grievance Committee as
outlined by the COE Bylaws. College Grievance Committee receives reports of grievances and keeps a
record of the committee’s investigations, deliberations, and recommendations to be forwarded to the
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. Any matter coming before the CGC shall be held confidential unless
the grievant and the committee agree otherwise. To file a grievance, the student shall submit a letter to
the Associate Dean for Academic Programs stating the reasons for the grievance and the remedy that is
sought.
Restorative Circles
Restorative circles are dialogic processes that bring together those who have been affected by conflict or
an incident and are usually held in a circle format, providing every person with an opportunity to be heard
and express feelings in a safe environment. All participants engage in dialogue with the aim of mutual
understanding, community accountability, and repairing the harm. All those impacted by the harm have
the choice of participating voluntarily. All participants will have initial meetings with the circle facilitator(s)
to understand the process before a circle takes place. To request a restorative circle, contact the EJP
Grievance Committee to make arrangements.
Additional Resources
EPOL Department Head
EJP members can address concerns directly to Yoon Pak, Head of the Department of Education Policy,
Organization, and Leadership of which EJP is a unit, by email, phone, or written letter.
Office of Diversity, Equity, and Access
The Office of Diversity, Equity, and Access is a campus unit that facilitates compliance in the areas of
diversity, equity, and access. To submit a report of discrimination, harassment, or sexual misconduct, or to
inquire about a reasonable accommodation, click here. Additional resources are online at
www.wecare.illinois.edu.
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EJP’s Strategic Planning Committee, a
subcommittee of the Advisory Council, met in July
2019 with external facilitator Jen Knapp. After
consideration of our previous strategic objectives,
the current needs and interests of the program,
and the larger context for EJP’s work, it set the
following 7 objectives.
We intend that these objectives drive our decisionmaking and resource allocation over the next three
years. This process will be supported if all EJP
members are aware of the objectives, and leaders
are made accountable for their fulfillment.
1. Outstanding Educational Programming
We will continue to support incarcerated students’
interests in pursuing higher education by providing
critical and rigorous academic offerings within
the prison. We will offer support to students
transitioning out of prison, in order to assist their
continued success in college and life. These efforts
will include developing a student affairs initiative at
DCC to provide academic and support programming
and serve as a bridge to available campus
resources.
Acknowledging that those who earn a degree
will gain a well-respected qualification, making it
easier for released students to secure employment,
EJP will continue to pursue avenues towards
establishing a Bachelor’s degree program. Currently
EJP students can earn certificates, and we will
develop additional certificate options.

to explore what it means to produce abolitionist
reentry guides. We will combine our four reentry
guide programs into a single program to support
better use of resources, enhance learning across
the reentry guide teams and, ultimately, produce
better guides.
EJP will continue to expand participation in reentry
guide work, inviting EJP students, formerly
incarcerated individuals, EJP members, and oncampus interns to take more active roles in
creating, circulating, and evaluating the guides.
We will promote public awareness of issues around
reentry, and host events on how to use our guides.
We will become an advocate for best practices in
guide production and support other jurisdictions’
efforts to create excellent guides.
3. Vibrant Internship Program
We will expand the number of undergraduate
interns and create a highly regarded, competitive
internship program. EJP will prioritize interns’ skills
development and professional growth, particularly
as it relates to learning around incarceration,
reentry, and social justice. EJP will carefully plan
and clarify the responsibilities of interns so that
their work with EJP is mutually rewarding. We
will explore the possibility of paid internships and
engage in on-going reflection and systematic
evaluation among intern stakeholders.

Through on-going reflection and systematic
evaluation among its stakeholders, EJP will ensure
that our educational programming meets the needs
of students and serves as an exemplar of quality
prison higher education.
2. Outstanding Reentry Guides
Because EJP’s mission attends to the wellbeing of
people released from prison, we are dedicated to
developing, refining, and increasing the capacity
of our reentry guide programs. We will continue
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4. Advocacy and Research
EJP is committed to serving as a national resource
for advocacy and research on issues of mass
incarceration and higher education in prison.
Informed by the perspectives of EJP students,
alumni, and members, we will boldly and
intentionally advocate for structural changes to the
criminal justice system. Crucially, we will work
toward embracing a prison abolitionist agenda
and enacting these politics through our advocacy.
Through such reflection and systemic evaluation of
our own advocacy efforts, we will provide critical
support to other college-in-prison and reentry
programs—across the U.S. and beyond. EJP will also
continue to be a premiere resource for excellent
higher education in prison research. Through
our focus on academic, collaborative publication,
presentation, curricula, and teaching, we will lead
by example when it comes to producing scholarship
that centers social justice and equity in prison
contexts.
5. Greater Visibility
We seek to create more awareness of EJP on
campus, within the Urbana-Champaign community,
statewide, and nationally. Such awareness will
necessarily increase visibility of the issues that EJP
engages—e.g. reentry, prison education, and prison
abolition—and hopefully stimulate support for
change in those areas. Greater visibility for EJP will
also assist our efforts to attract excellent members
and donor support. Greater public awareness of and
support for our work may also serve as a protective
factor, should EJP’s existence ever be threatened.
As intensify our efforts to enhance EJP’s visibility,
we will prioritize cultivating and broadcasting the
voices of EJP students and alumni, partnering
with allied organizations, and developing a
comprehensive communications strategy.

To accomplish that, we will actively connect with
those families as stakeholders. We will return to
holding regular events in Chicago for EJP students’
family members and seek to better understand
their needs with regard to education and reentry.
We involve past and current EJP students in these
efforts. We will also prioritize growing the EJP
Scholarship Program, which provides financial
awards to college students with incarcerated loved
ones.
IDOC has been inconsistent in its alternating
support for and opposition to such engagement.
For that reason, we will need to clarify or,
potentially, advocate for the ability to do this
outreach.
7. Strong Financial Situation
Institutional stability and a secure funding stream
will support EJP’s medium- and long-term planning
and, accordingly, our ability to act proactively and
ambitiously. To that end, we will develop strong
relationships with external funders who will become
committed partners of EJP’s work. We will also
strengthen our grassroots fundraising efforts and
seek continued and robust campus support. We will
strive to become a center on campus, located within
a context that supports EJP’s health and growth, in
support of these goals.

6. Families and Communities
EJP’s mission includes demonstrating the impacts of
higher education upon the families and communities
that are closest to incarcerated students.
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VI. EJP
Critical Climate
2019-20
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EJP’s Critical Climate Initiative
This EJP initiative does not relate directly to
incarceration. Instead, it speaks to our commitment
to creating healthy relationships and engaging
one another with respect. It acknowledges the
differential in power and privilege among EJP
members, not only between free and unfree,
but also between graduate students and faculty
members, and more. We strive to be intentional and
direct in our efforts to create a community in which
all members feel respected and heard. It is difficult,
and worth pursuing.

use of EJP ground rules, stating our explicit
commitment to addressing matters of climate on
EJP materials such as this handbook, offering EJP
instructors the opportunity to participate in process
groups, and more.

After a series of focus groups and meetings, EJP
instructors and students agreed jointly in July 2013
to implement a “critical climate initiative” as a
means of moving toward a healthy working and
learning environment with EJP. It includes the

Below, you will find the original language of our
adoption of our Critical Climate initiative. On page
79 is our reading for 2020-21, “She Coined the
Term ‘Intersectionality’ Over 30 Years Ago. This is
What It Means to Her Today.”

As part of this initiative, we each year select a
different text for EJP members to read as a
community. This text provides opportunity for us to
engage in difficult dialogues around sensitive and
important topics.

As agreed at a meeting held at Danville Correctional Center on07.22.2013, in the upcoming fall semester
we will:
1. Establish ground rules for EJP classes, meetings, and activities. Make these ground rules readily
available;
2. Revise EJP materials (e.g. student manual, operations manual, website) to state our explicit
commitment to creating a safe and open place for dialogue and practice and to reflection and critique, and
provide information about microaggressions and respectful language;
3. Provide opportunity for EJP members to engage in difficult dialogues. Difficult dialogues are
conversations around tricky subjects like gender dynamics, race, LGBTQI topics, and political worldview.
This could be a semester-long course on difficult dialogues, a series of workshops, an occasional
conversation, or other format;
4. Integrate feedback about working relations within EJP as part of the regular EJP evaluation;
5. Offer opportunities for personal reflection through dyad interviews (paired sharing about past
experiences, current opinions, what brings us to EJP) for all EJP members;
6. Offer EJP instructors the opportunity to be part of process groups of 4 – 6 members that check in with
one another regularly and talk through and reflect on their EJP experiences;
7. Conduct regular, ongoing training on topics that will foster a more inclusive, open EJP. These topics
might include microagressions, homophobia, listening, and power and privilege.
8. Develop conflict resolution mechanism within EJP.
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2020-21 Critical Climate Discussion Schedule
All EJP members are required to attend at least one Critical Climate Initiative exercise each
year. Attending a discussion of the Intersectionality reading counts as meeting this requirement.
Dates and details of campus discussions are on the EJP calendar and below.
Fall 2020
9/10

12-1:30pm

10/26

10-11:30am

11/18

2-3:30pm

12/1

6-7:30pm

Spring 2021
1/28

12-1:30pm

2/22

10-11:30am

3/10

2-3:30pm

4/6

6-7:30pm

5/5

12-1:30pm

Discussions will also be scheduled for DCC.
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Intersectionality
She Coined the Term ‘Intersectionality’ Over 30 Years Ago. Here’s What It
Means to Her Today
BY KATY STEINMETZ FEBRUARY 20, 2020 7:27 AM EST

Kimberlé Crenshaw, the law professor at Columbia and UCLA who coined the term intersectionality to
describe the way people’s social identities can overlap, tells TIME about the politicization of her idea, its
lasting relevance and why all inequality is not created equal.
You introduced intersectionality more than 30 years ago. How do you explain what it means
today?
These days, I start with what it’s not, because there has been distortion. It’s not identity politics on
steroids. It is not a mechanism to turn white men into the new pariahs. It’s basically a lens, a prism, for
seeing the way in which various forms of inequality often operate together and exacerbate each other.
We tend to talk about race inequality as separate from inequality based on gender, class, sexuality or
immigrant status. What’s often missing is how some people are subject to all of these, and the experience
is not just the sum of its parts.
How do women experience inequality differently than men? Where do we see that in our daily
lives?
When we talk about inequality, we are often talking about material differences in conditions of life. Take
income inequality. Numerous statistics show that women still get paid less for the same work. That
multiplies over a lifetime and means that the problem gets worse the older women get. There’s also a
term called the feminization of poverty, which speaks to all the ways that life circumstances—like child
rearing, divorce, illness—impact women more profoundly. Across the social plane, from issue to issue,
from institution to institution, you see women doing on average more poorly than men.
How does race affect that picture?
When you add on top of that other inequality-producing structures like race, you have a compounding.
So for example, data show that white women’s median wealth is somewhere in the $40,000 range. Black
women’s is $100.
Where do you see politics coming into play?
The issues that concern women are often afterthoughts. Even the Democrats’ approach to racial inequality
is focused primarily on men and boys. Anything that’s meant to address gender inequality has to
include a racial lens, and anything that’s meant to address racial inequality has to include a gender lens.
Unfortunately that hasn’t been the center of political and policy debate.
Why not?
The image of the citizen is still a male citizen. When you get to a few gender topics—like reproductive
rights—then we talk about women. But politics and policy are pretty much like medicine used to be and
still is: the male body is the body.
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Intersectionality
What do you make of criticisms from conservatives that concepts like intersectionality are a
means of fetishizing victimization, that the left interprets disadvantages as a kind of moral
superiority?
Intersectionality is simply about how certain aspects of who you are will increase your access to the good
things or your exposure to the bad things in life. Like many other social-justice ideas, it stands because
it resonates with people’s lives, but because it resonates with people’s lives, it’s under attack. There’s
nothing new about defenders of the status quo criticizing those who are demanding that injustices be
addressed. It’s all a crisis over a sense that things might actually have to change for equality to be real.
What advice would you give the average person about what they can do today to help achieve
more equality in America?
Self-interrogation is a good place to start. If you see inequality as a “them” problem or “unfortunate
other” problem, that is a problem. Being able to attend to not just unfair exclusion but also, frankly,
unearned inclusion is part of the equality gambit. We’ve got to be open to looking at all of the ways our
systems reproduce these inequalities, and that includes the privileges as well as the harms.

https://time.com/5786710/kimberle-crenshaw-intersectionality/
Link to the video: What Is: Intersectionality?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEeP_3vmdBY&feature=youtu.be
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